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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with three types of 
reaction of alpha-particles on selected targets. These
reactions are elastic scattering, knockout and decay and
they are used to investigate the alpha nucleus interaction 
within the framework of the cluster model.
Differential scattering cross sections for 
12C(a,a)12C over the energy range 40-170 Mev have been 
fitted using a Woods-Saxon squared form factor in the real 
part of the optical potential. This has yielded a linear
relation between the potential strengths and incident
energy. Elastic scattering cross sections for 1&0(cc,cO1&0 
and 2 0 Ne(ce,c02 0 Ne at 104 Mev have also been fitted 
successfully using the same form factor.
Cross sections for 16 0(a,2a)12 C9B at 90 and 140 Mev 
have been calculated and fitted to experimental data. The 
resulting spectroscopic factors extracted from this are 78 
times too large. It is shown that a significant improvement 
is obtained if a repulsive hard core is added to the a- 
nucleus potential generating the overlap integral.
The half-lives of selected Polonium isotopes using 
the R-matrix formulation with single folded potentials have 
been calculated. The extracted spectroscopic factors are 
found to be in reasonable agreement with shell model 
calculations. This method is extended to selected 
superheavy nuclei in particular the 184 isotones and the 
half-lives calculated.
The role of exchange in the ec-2 0 8 Pb system is 
investigated within the framework of the OCM. A technique
is developed for solving this equation using a basis of 
Weinberg states. The norm kernel was resticted to contain 
the one-particle exchange term only. Excluding certain 
eigenstates of this from the basis used to solve the bound 
state wavefunction resulted in unphysical effects.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The alpha-clustering description of nuclei has been
in existence for over fifty years - ever since Gamow 
extended his investigations on alpha decay. Although the 
shell model subsequently became adopted to give a successful 
description of nuclear structure, the alpha particle model 
has been revived most recently in the context of the 
Resonating Group formalism (RGM). The two descriptions of 
the nucleus have been partially reconciled in the context of 
the harmonic oscillator states where the description of the 
ground states of 4n nuclei is identical to their simple 
shell model counterpart when the Pauli principle and
symmetry properties of the orbitals are taken into account.
The degree to which a nucleus can be described in 
terms of an a-particle interacting with a core is related to 
the overlap integral:
where the integral relates to the description of the nucleus 
A as being split up into a core A' interacting with an alpha 
particle. Such integrals or products of them feature in 
many analyses of nuclear rearrangement processes involving 
ct-particles and hold the nuclear structure information.
effects the wavefunctions a^ , ^a • and ipa are all described 
by Slater determinants of single particle states derived in 
harmonic oscillator wells with equal length parameters,
<^a * fa ;r | > (1 .1)
In the shell model calculation of the a-clustering
-  £  ~
although in more recent calculations the last restriction is 
relaxed particularly in the case of heavy systems. The 
overlap integral (1.1) is then expanded in terms of 
oscillator functions in a well of the same length parameter:
F (A ,A ';r) = I Anl (A,A')^NL„(r) (1.2)
N L
where the expansion coefficients are known as spectroscopic
amplitudes. Due to the symmetry properties of the states 
ip* , ipk * and when the length parameter is constrained to 
be the same for all three and configuration mixing is 
neglected, the expansion reduces to only one term where the 
value for N is given by the oscillator rule:
2(N-l) + L = Z 2(ni-l)+li (1.3)
i - t
where n} and 14 are the principal quantum number and angular 
momentum of the four outermost particles in A considered to 
form the alpha particle. The modulus squared of the non­
zero coefficient ANL in the expansion (1.2) is called the 
spectroscopic factor. The spectroscopic amplitude may thus 
be written:
Anl(A,A ) =  ^Aj <^>A * 0N L M | V'a > (1.4)
As pointed by Fliessbach and later by Watt et a l ., the 
normalisation of the final state A  • « | A ] “ 1 ' 2 |^A * ^ ^ n l h )  is
w
not unity due to the exchange operator A . The correct 
normalisation condition should be:
<0nlm I 1-K |^NL„ > = 1 (1.5)
where <r| 1-K |r'> = M r , r ' )  - K(r,r')
= <^A • ;r \ A  • a I • ip* ;r'>
Only now can a reasonable probability interpretation be 
placed on the spectroscopic factor - albeit a considerably 
model dependent one. It is this redefined value for the 
spectroscopic factor which should be compared with that 
deduced from reaction calculations where Pauli effects are 
fully considered.
In the cluster model description of a nuclear 
reaction the relative wavefunction is no longer an 
appropriately normalised oscillator state with the problem 
of the incorrect form of the tail. Instead, it is taken to 
be a solution of the Resonating Group equation or an 
approximation to it. This equation includes exchange 
effects explicitly.
In the single channel approximation the wavefunction 
for the system is written:
IV»A > = Jdr' A  • o I • V'a ;r' >u(r' ) (1.6)
and substituting this into the Schrodinger equation gives:
Jdr' H(r,r')u(r') = eJdr'(dCr-r') - K(r,r'))u(r')
(1.7)
where H(r,r') = <ip*> it>« ',r\ (T+V) A  • « I ;r' >
The solutions to equation (1.7) obey the following 
orthonormality conditions:
<^A (e) I^a (e')> = <u (£ ) | 1-K | u ( £ f ) > = $(£-£')
(1.8)
Solutions to this type of equation have been applied very 
successfully to alpha particle scattering off light targets
(TA77) and also for predicting the rotational bands in light 
nuclei (WI79). The kernels, are generally derived using 
oscillator states for ¥A • and with realistic n-n
potentials represented by a Gaussian function or a sum of 
them.
H(r,r') a simplified form of equation (1.7) based on the 
Orthogonality Condition Model (OCM) as reinterpreted by Buck 
et al. is considered here. This method works on the ansatz 
that since the non-local behaviour of H(r,r') is similar to 
that of the normalisation kernel K(r,r') it may be 
factorised into an Hermitian product of a local potential 
which is approximated by the direct potential and the 
normalisation kernel:
where A(r,r') = S(r-r') - K(r,r')
Following through the analysis results in the final 
equation:
where |u> = /a |u > and A = 1 - IJxt ><Xt I
and |Xr > is an eigenstate of K which is totally forbidden by 
the Pauli principle. The solutions to this equation differ
differences are discussed in Chapter 5.
Two types of reaction which are commonly
investigated are alpha knockout and alpha transfer. The 
analyses of these reactions are usually formulated in some
Due to the complexities of the interaction kernel
(1.9)
A (T+V) |u> = £ |u> (1.1 0)
from those of the RGM equation in several ways. These
form of the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). In 
knockout analyses only one overlap integral features in the 
single channel calculation since only the initial state of 
the system contains a bound state, whereas in transfer 
reactions products of integrals arise since both the initial 
and final states contain a bound state.
CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF ALPHA-NUCLEUS ELASTIC SCATTERING
2.1 Introduction
A principal characteristic of alpha-nucleus elastic 
scattering is the large degree of strong absorption of the 
incident alpha particle inside the target. This arises 
because only a few partial waves with impact parameters in 
the vicinity of the nuclear surface contribute significantly 
to the scattering process. As a consequence of this there 
will exist a set of potentials for a particular target and 
incident energy which will produce equally satisfactory fits 
to the experimental data. Distorted wave analyses of 
nuclear reactions require wavefunctions generated in 
suitable optical potentials taken from elastic scattering 
analyses. Owing to the nature of strong absorption and the 
effect of the nuclear surface of the target one expects that 
provided distorted wave analyses are insensitive to the 
behaviour of the partial waves in the nuclear interior then 
the choice of which potential to adopt from the set is not 
crucial. However, in the description of the (a,2a) reaction 
on light nuclei the choice of distorting potential is very 
critical and can affect the outcome by an order of magnitude 
(JA79a). Clearly therefore we require some method for 
determining the most reliable potential from fits to elastic 
scattering data. The ambiguity at higher energies can be 
resolved by fitting elastic scattering cross sections to 
beyond the the "rainbow angle” (G074) for which there 
appears to be a unique potential. It has been shown that
the larger the angular range fitted the more the information 
from the nuclear interior is required. On this basis 
therefore we would expect to generate distorted waves which 
produce a reliable description of the behaviour of the 
incident particle inside the nuclear surface of the target. 
Once fits to the higher energy data have been established it 
is hoped that a smooth energy dependence of one or more of 
the potential parameters exists in order that a particular 
potential family is isolated over the whole range of 
incident energy that we wish to consider. Such an energy 
dependence is crucial for distorted wave analyses of nuclear 
reactions like transfer and knockout reactions. In the a- 
knockout case, over the angular range of the cross section 
of the reaction the relative energy of the emitted a- 
particles and the recoiling core varies. A detailed 
description the kinematics and geometry of the a-knockout 
reaction are given in the next chapter. The work of this 
chapter attempts to determine a unique potential for a-12 C 
and ex-16 0 elastic scattering with a simple energy 
dependence.
2.2 Formalism
Following Fes hbach (FE62) we use the projection 
operator technique in which the fully antisymmetric 
wavefunction for the system is partitioned into two 
orthogonal parts.
'Kri , . . ,rA + * )=P'k(r1 , . . ,rA ♦ A )+Q'}'(r1 , . . ,rA ♦ A ) (2.1)
where P projects onto the antisymmetrised ground state of
the alpha particle and target, namely:
P = (rj )^« (rA + i )u(r12 )) (2.2)
where $A Cr* , . . ,rA ) and ipa (rA + i , . . ,rA + A ) are the ground state 
wavefunctions of the target and alpha particle respectively. 
The wavefunction u(ri2 ) describes their relative motion, 
where rt2 is the vector between the centres of mass of the 
two clusters.
r u  = 1 [r, - i [ r ,  (2.3)
4 C-A-M & l-4
We consider the many-body Schrodinger equation for the whole 
system
(H - E)¥ = 0 (2.4)
where H = H0 + IVi* , that is the many body Hamiltonian is
separated into a sum of purely kinetic terms and the sum 
over all the nucleon-nucleon interactions Vj j . From (2.4) 
and the use of the projectors P and Q we obtain the standard 
result that:
HettP|¥> = EP|¥> (2.5)
where Heft = lim [PHP + PHQ 1 QHP]
£->0 E - QHQ + i £
By writing Heff as PH'effP, and operating from the left with
we obtain:
< ^ « ; R |  PH'.tfP |¥> = E-<lMa;R| P l*>
= E (l-K)u(R) (2.6)
where K is the familiar norm kernel arising from the 
exchange terms in P. Using the result that for an arbitrary 
antisymmetric wavefunction Q. describing an A+4 system we may
write:
<ip*ipa ;R | £> = <^a ;R|PQ> (2.7)
we can write (2.6) explicitly:
JdR' <^*fc;R| H. ttA |^v>« :R’>u(R')
= E J d R '(8(R-R') - K(R,R'))u(R') (2.8)
If the effective Hamiltonian is separated into the internal 
Hamiltonians for the clusters A and of plus a purely kinetic 
term and potential term which describe the relative motion 
of the two (i.e. H'flff=HA +H«+T+Veft ) we obtain:
(E-e«-eA -T)(l-K)u = V, f f ^ | ^ « > u  (2.9)
where £a and ea are the internal energies of the target and 
alpha particle, and T is the kinetic energy operator for the 
relative motion of the two. The term on the right 
simplifies to give:
1 im [ <^a I Ve f , A \ >
£ — > 0
+ <^A^a IV. f t Q 1 QV. t ♦ ^I*a *«>3u (2.10)
E-QHQ+i£
By splitting the antisymrnetrisation operator A into a direct 
part and an exchange part (i.e A=l + A 0 then we obtain:
[ < ^ a  | V | ^ A > + <^a % 1VQ 1 Q V I ^ a  % >
E-QHQ+i£
+ < ^ «  |V^'|*A*« > + < * a  1VQ 1 QV A '\iI>a ij>a >]u (2.11)
E-QHQ+i£
In configuration space the last three terms in the square 
brackets of (2.11) are all non-local. By including 
antisymrnetrisation in the formalism the third term will 
include features which give rise to large backward angle
scattering.
Clearly if exchange is ignored and the reaction 
channels are considered to be closed the optical potential 
reduces to a double folding potential. If exchange effects 
are included and the open reaction channels are ignored 
(i.e. Q=0) then we obtain the single channel RGM equation. 
In standard RGM analyses of elastic scattering the real part 
of the second and fourth terms in the square brackets of
(2.11) is ignored and the imaginary part is included using a 
local form factor, generally of Saxon-Woods form. In the 
standard optical model analyses only the first two terms in
(2.11) are retained and K is assumed to be zero in (2.9) 
thus totally neglecting effects due to exchange. In this 
case the equation for the wavefunction describing the 
relative motion of the two clusters u(r) becomes:
[T + <V>a I V | > + <^a ^«1VQ 1 QV I ta >3u(r)
E-QHQ+ie
= (E-e«-£A )u(r) (2.12)
2.3 Choice of local equivalent potentials
In most reaction calculations the distorted waves 
are generated by local equivalent potentials, therefore the 
appropriate approach is to attempt to find a local potential 
by considering the expression for the optical model 
equation. The most obvious choice is either the double or 
single folding model with possible modifications to account 
for the three non-local terms in equation A.
In practice the usual choice is a Saxon-Woods type 
of potential, the shape of which is based partially on the 
Fermi distribution of nuclear charge and matter in the
- 1 1 -
nucleus.
It is also convenient in the way it parametrises the 
characteristics of the nuclear surface. From existing fits 
to data (PE76) it is not possible to deduce any simple
energy dependence for any of the potential parameters for 
a-12 C elastic scattering in the range Ec£ = 40-170 MeV. Not 
even the volume integrals have any smooth energy dependence. 
This suggests that the fits belong to different potential 
families. Considering the shape parameters (table 1.) we 
notice that they vary significantly over this energy range.
This suggests that the standard W-S shape may not be the
most suitable form for the potential for a-12 C elastic 
scattering. If we are to consider the folding model as a 
basis for the potential then a Saxon-Woods squared form 
factor would be more appropriate since the shapes are very 
similar (K082). The Woods-Saxon squared form factor has 
been used extensively to produce fits to elastic scattering 
data for alpha particles incident on medium to heavy targets 
(GR79) at intermediate energies. It has also been applied 
successfully to a-12 C elastic scattering at 139 Mev (G075).
There is some debate as to whether the imaginary
part of the optical model potential should have a W-S or W-S 
squared form. From a phenomenological analysis (K082) using 
a double folding model the W-S squared form factor produced 
a marginally improved fit over the W-S form. However, from 
microscopic analysis of the imaginary part (VI77) ignoring 
exchange the shape was found to follow a conventional W-S 
form more closely. In work on a-12 C elastic scattering at 
139 MeV very good fits were obtained using a standard W-S 
form in the imaginary part in combination with a real W-S
squared form factor. The physical interpretation of the 
sensivitivity of the cross-section to the subtle differences 
in the shape of the imaginary part of the potential is not 
very clear, and for this reason and those given above a 
standard W-S form was adopted for all fits to the cross- 
sections carried out in this work. This would also enable a 
more clear comparison with imaginary potential strengths 
found in other analyses of the same data. It is not clear 
which parameters of the optical potential should exhibit an 
energy dependence. The a-n interaction which is used in 
single folding model calculations of the real part is found
to have an energy dependence either in the strength
(TH70,SA68) or in the radial parameter r0 (MA72). Clearly 
the energy dependence in the choice of o<-n interaction will 
be reproduced in the folded a-N potential. By restricting 
the energy dependence to the strengths V, Wv and Ws thus 
keeping the shape constant there is a direct equivalence 
between these strengths and the volume integrals of the real 
and imaginary parts of the potential respectively. This is 
important since the relation between the volume integral and 
energy has given a more reliable linear dependence than 
simply the strength-energy relation because of the varied 
choice of shape parameters. For the real part of the 
potential, to some extent, changes in V and r0 will have a 
similar effect. In the case of the square well a change in 
V can be compensated for exactly by an appropriate 
adjustment of r0 . It would seem that provided that the
variation in r0 is small over the range of energy of the
incident alpha particle then this variation can be 
incorporated in the strength. The energy dependence of W(r)
- i O  -
is less clear and it is probably not unreasonable to 
restrict it to the strength. At energies greater than 100 
Mev the magnitude of the differential cross-section beyond 
the rainbow angle is determined purely by the value of 
strength Wv. One expects a deeper, more absorptive Wv to 
be required as the incident energy of the alpha particle 
increases when more reaction channels will be open. In the 
energy region 20-30 Mev where the use of a surface 
absorption term is appropriate the diffuseness plays a vital 
role in the degree of localisation and the depth of the 
absorptive effects. Naturally there will be some 
equivalence between varying Ws and ai since both affect the 
depth of the trough in Ws(r).
It is useful to compare the W-S and W-S squared form 
factor with the same shape parameters to indicate the 
differences in shape. The W-S and W-S squared form factors 
are defined by the following expressions:
W-S : f(r,r0 ,a) = (1+exp( (r-r0 . A17 3 )/a))‘1
W-S squared : f(r,r0 ,a)2 (2.13)
The half way radius is the radius for which the value of the 
form factor has dropped to 0.5. In the W-S case this is 
simply r0 .A1/3 but in the W-S squared case the value is 
given by:
r0 . A17 3 +a. In(y2-1) = r0 . A1 7 3 -0 . 88a (2.14)
The surface thickness which is directly related to the 
diffuseness is the distance taken for the form factor to 
fall from 90% to 10%. In the W-S case this value is given 
by:
- 1 4 -
t = 2a .In(9) = 4.39a (2.15)
whereas in the W-S squared case t is given by:
t=a.ln[(vTO-l)/(/l0/9-1)} = 3.69a (2.16)
Thus for the same value of diffuseness the surface thickness 
is reduced in the W-S squared case by a factor of 0.84.
To sum up therefore we have adopted the W-S squared 
form factor for the real part of the optical potential for 
the a-12 C system over the whole energy range 20-172 Mev. It 
was also used for the real part of the potential for both 
the a-16 0 and q-20Ne systems. For the imaginary part a
standard W-S form factor was adopted throughout. For fits 
to data in the energy region 20-30 Mev a purely surface
absorptive potential Ws(r) was used, whereas for fits above 
40 Mev a purely volume term Wv(r) was employed.
2.4 Optical model searches
The searches were carried out to minimise x2 in the 
two parameter space of V and Wv . The partial waves inside 
the range of the potential were matched to the asymptotic 
form Ui (r) given by:
ui (r) = 1  [ (Fi +iGi ) + Si (F, -iGi ) 3 (2.17)
2
where Fi and Gi are the regular and irregular Coulomb
functions respectively and Si is the scattering matrix 
element given by:
Si = exp(2i5i ) (2.18)
For the searches we fixed the shape parameters of
the WS2 potential to those which fit a-12 C elastic
scattering data at 139 Mev (G075). Since we only had
experimental data for the lower energy alpha- carbon
scattering at Ea^20 Mev (EN77) and to alpha scattering off 
160 and 20Ne at 104 Mev we used existing fits to the
original data to produce 'data points' which we then tried 
to reproduce using our WS2 form factor. The reliability of 
this method clearly depends on the accuracy of the original 
fits to the actual data. In cases where the shape of the 
imaginary and real parts of the original potential had been 
constrained to be the same the 'data' generated had to be 
viewed with some caution. In several cases more than one 
potential was available for generating 'data' for a 
particular energy of the incident alpha particle. The 
procedure in these cases was to generate a set of 'data' 
from each potential and then to attempt a fit to each set. 
The real strengths obtained from this method were then 
plotted on a graph in an attempt to find one which lay on or 
close to the line extrapolated from that produced by the 
strengths of the WS2 potential fitted to the higher energy 
'data'. The 'data' set which produced such a strength was 
preferred for this reason. Table 1. lists all the 
potentials used to generate the 'data' above 40 Mev. with a 
column indicating which were preferred. At these energies 
Ws was set to zero and searches were carried out on V and 
Wv. For energies above 100 Mev we attempted to fit the data 
to angles greater than the rainbow angle thus hoping to 
remove the problem of discrete ambiguities (G074).
For searches on the original data a meaningful x2 is 
given by:
- i d  -
X2 =  1 I  C g t h ( O i  ) - < ? e x p  < 0 i  ) 3
N S a e)<P ( 0 i  ) ( 2 . 1 9 )
where N is the total number of data points, at h (0i ) is the
predicted differential cross-section and a.*P(0i )  and
5ae x p (0i) are the experimental differential cross-section
and the associated error respectively. In the searches on
the generated data the error on each value da was set at 5%.
As a result the x2 generated only indicated the convergence
of the minimum of x2 in the two parameter space.
For the searches on the lower energy a-i2C data with 
E<24 Mev. using the WS2 potential we set Wv to zero and 
searched on V and Ws. The shape parameters of the imaginary 
surface part were those used in the original fits to the 
data at 20.2 Mev (EN77). The reason for this was that to 
reproduce the large backward angle data a small value of 
diffuseness in the imaginary surface term had to be used for 
the original fits. It seemed sensible therefore to use 
their values to produce the best fit possible using our real 
shape parameters.
2.5 Results
The results of the fits are tabulated in table (Ila) 
and illustrated in figs. (la) to (lh). The real and 
imaginary strengths are plotted in figs. (5) and (6). By 
discerning a linear Ea-V relationship at energies greater 
than 100 MeV it is possible to extrapolate to lower energies 
in the range 40 to 60 MeV and to produce a preferred set of 
fits at these energies, that is to isolate a particular 
potential family. Using a least squares analysis on this 
set we produce the linear relation:
V (E ) = 181(1 - E(0.0015+0.0002)) ( 2 . 2 0 )
The imaginary strengths do not fall so neatly into any 
simple energy-strength relation. For consistency we carried 
out a search on Wv alone by setting V to 136.4 Mev which is 
the value used to fit data at 139 Mev (G075). This produced 
worse fits and still no clear smooth funtional form for 
Wv(E). As a last resort a linear fit was produced using a 
least squares fit to give
W v (E ) = 19(1 + E(0.0019+0.0002)) (2.21)
This relation does exhibit the expected increase in Wv(E) 
for increasing E.
The fits to the a-12 C data in the energy range 20.1 
to 23.8 MeV are illustrated in figs (2a) to (2d), and are 
noticeably poorer than the original fits. The strengths 
listed in table (lib) do not show any smooth energy 
dependence. Therefore it is not possible in this case to 
determine the potential strength behaviour with respect to 
energy from these fits, and therefore we are unable to 
correlate it with theoretical predictions (FL79). These 
theories consider the Pauli effects to be important at low 
energies and predict a sharp fall in V(E) as Eot tends to 
zero. In other words the linear energy-strength relation 
breaks down at low energies.
The fits to the a-16 0 and a-20Ne experimental data 
at 104 MeV (HA70) were very encouraging and are illustrated 
in figs. (7) and (8) and the parameters given in table 
(lie) .
For the purpose of reaction calculations we shall assume
that the a-12 C energy-strength relations are applicable in 
cases of oc-16 0 a n d a - 20Ne. Therefore with the results from 
our searches we can estimate V(0) and Wv(0) for these 
systems.
2.6 Discussion
The results for the fits to data for incident alpha 
energy Ecc greater than 100 MeV show that the restrictve two 
parameter search provides satisfactory fits which match the 
general shape at forward angles and follows the cross- 
section very well for angles beyond the 'rainbow angle'. 
The magnitude of this part of the cross-section is very 
sensitive to the strength of the imaginary part of the 
potential (G073). This suggests that given the real part of 
the potential the value for Wv(E) is very satisfactory.
The fits to the 1&0(cc,a)1&0 and 2 0 Ne(a,cc)2 0 Ne data 
for Ea=104 MeV are very good and indicate that the potential 
shape used for the a-12 C data is quite suitable for these 
systems at this energy. The assumption that the energy- 
strength dependence of the ot-16 0 and a-20Ne is the same as 
that for the a-i2 C system requires confirmation which in the 
absence of further experimental data in this energy region 
is not possible here. The good degree of overall fit for 
Eoc>100 Mev indicates that the W-S squared form factor for 
the, real part of the optical potential is a satisfactory 
choice.
At intermediate energies in the region Eoe=40-100 Mev 
the potentials reproduce the general shape of the cross- 
sections but not the magnitudes. Without experimental data
a more detailed study of elastic scattering at these 
energies is not particularly useful. This energy region, 
however, is crucial for the (a,2a) reactions under 
investigation since the cross-section for this reaction 
peaks at relative kinetic energy between the a and the core 
of 41 MeV and 66 MeV for incident alpha energy of 90 MeV and 
142 MeV respectively. It is the magnitude of this peak 
which determines the spectroscopic factor.
The fits to data at low energies Ea-20 MeV were 
noticeably poorer than the original ones carried out using a 
standard W-S form factor. The behaviour of the S-matrix 
elements is similar in both cases fig.(3). The principal 
feature is that the conventional strong absorption pattern 
of Si is not observed, and that low partial waves contribute 
significantly to the cross-section. This arises because the 
cross-section at these energies is sensitive to the region 
of the potential between the two inner turning points 
created by the combined effect of the angular momentum 
barrier and the Coulomb potential. This has been analysed 
in detail in the case of 1&0(a,a)160 by using a semi- 
classical decomposition of the scattering amplitude f(0) 
into two components (MI84). The first is the contribution 
from the barrier and the second is that from the internal 
region. It has been shown that the latter is the main
contributor to the cross-section at backward angles thus
indicating that the cross-section in this angular region is
sensitive to the inner region of the potential. This has
been confirmed using notch tests. In view of this it is not 
particularly clear why the adjustment of the surface 
imaginary diffuseness parameter ai should be necessary to
reproduce the cross-section at backward angles (EN77a). At 
higher energies the S-matrix elements exhibit the usual
behaviour associated with strong absorption. This is
illustrated in fig. (4). It is known that ct-12 C elastic
scattering at low energies is quite hard to fit (EN77) even 
with a Breit-Wigner term to account for isolated resonances. 
This suggests that a closer look at the microscopic analysis 
may indicate useful modifications to the potential to 
improve the quality of fit. Clearly in order to fit low 
energy data satisfactorily an explicit treatment of exchange 
may be necessary. Buck, in his justification for a local 
optical model potential, suggests that the parity dependence 
of the exchange kernels should be considered to t reproduce 
the parity dependent character of the phase shift observed 
in RGM analyses (BU77). In this case the exchange effects 
are implicit in the reinterpretation of the generated 
wavefunction. The potential is assumed to be essentially 
that produced from the folding model ignoring exchange. The 
whole analysis in this case hinges on the form of VCR) where 
it is assumed that the non-local interaction kernel can be 
factorised in the following way:
<^A ;R | V^|R' %  > = V(R,R')
-/A(R,R')V(R)*/A(R,R') (2.22)
where Vi2 is the interaction potential energy and A(R,R') is 
the exchange kernel which is the same as 5 (R-R')-K(R,R ').
TABLE CAPTIONS
(Chapter 2 
Table I
Table Ila
Table 11b
Table lie
Table of WS potential parameters produced 
from fits to l2C(a,a)12C data in previous work.
Table of optical potential parameters produced 
from fits to data in the energy range 41-172 
Mev. The form factor for the real part was WS2 
and that for the imaginary part was of standard 
WS shape.
Table of optical potential parameters produced 
from fits to 12C(ct,c012C data in the energy 
range 20.2-23.6 Mev. The form factor for the 
real part was WS2 and that for the imaginary 
part was of standard surface WS shape.
Table of optical potential parameters produced 
from fits to 160(cc,a)1&0 and 2 0 Ne(ct, a)2 0 Ne data 
at 104 Mev. The form factor for the real part 
was WS2 and that for the imaginary part was of 
standard WS shape.
Table I
Ea Vo______ro______ao_______ Wv______ri______ ai_______ ref______pref .
41
41
37.16
199.1
1 .846 
1 .262
0.452
0.65
13.27
42.17
1.846 
1 .262
0.452
0.65
(BA71)
(BA71)
no
yes
42
42
24
38
1 .99 
1 .84
0.42
0.41
13
21
1 .99 
1 .84
0.42
0.41
(MC62) 
(MC62)
yes
no
56
56
56
115
151.9
216.8
1.5 
1 .24
.1 *3
0.555
0.665
0.58
24.0
28.05
28.05
1.5
1 .24
1.5
0.4
0.64
0.32
(GA69)
(GA69)
(GA69)
yes
no
no
104
104
74.21
114.0
1 .433 
1 .22
0.692
0.80'
30.23
13.8
1 .433 
1 .91
0.692
0.50
(HA69)
(SM73)
yes
no
120 110.0 1.19 0.79 15.0 1 .86 0.54 (WI78) yes
139 108.1 1 .22 0.76 16.9 1 .85 0.47 (SH73) yes
145 115.0 1.16 0.81 15.5 1 .89 0.49 CWI78) yes
166
166
85.0
100.9
1 .34 
1 .21
0.70
0.76
17.7
14.7
1.77 
1.86
0.52
0.48
(TA70)
(TA70)
no
yes
172 116 1.12 0.83 16.9 1.82 0.53 (WI78) yes
Units
Ea,Vo, and Wv are given in MeV, and ro,ao,ri, and ai 
are given in f m ..
Table Ila
Ea_______ Vo_______ ro_______ ao_______ Wv_______ ri_______ ai
41 175.2 1 .489 1.17 20.7 1 .763 0.478
42 '173.9 1 .489 1.17 31.6 1 .763 0.478
56 156.8 1 .489 1.17 19.6 1.763 0.478
104 157.5 1.489 1 .17 24.7 1 .763 0.478
120 141.7 1.489 1.17 22.3 1 .763 0.478
139 136.4 1.489 1 .17 21.7 1 .763 0.478
145 142.7 1 .489 1.17 26.1 1 .763 0.478
166 146.3 1.489 1.17 28.4 1 .763 0.478
172 134.3 1 .489 1 .17 24.6 1 .763 0.478
Table
Ea
I lb 
Vo ro ao Ws r i ai *2
20.2 148.2 1.489 1.17 47.5 1 .51 0.137 28.4
20.6 189.1 1 .489 1.17 67.9 1.51 0.137 384.3
21.8 152.3 1.489 1.17 68.4 1.51 0.137 83.0
23.6 175.1 1.489 1.17 39.7 1 .51 0.137 42.3
Table lie
Target Ea Vo______ro______ao_______ Wv_____ri_______ ai______ I2
160 104 135.8 1.489 1.17 15.3 1.763 0.478 23.6
2QNe 104 134.8 1.489 1.17 21.4 1.763 0.478 55.6
Units
Ea,Vo, and Wv are given in MeV, and ro,ao,ri, and ai 
are given in fm..
FIGURE CAPTIONS (Chapter 21
Fig (la) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=41 Mev..
Fig (lb) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E« =42 Mev..
Fig (1c) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=56 Mev..
Fig (Id) Fit using a WS2 potential to ct-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=104 Mev..
Fig (le) Fit using a WS2 potential to cc-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=120 Mev..
Fig (If) Fit using a WS2 potential to ot-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=139 Mev..
Fig (lg) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=145 Mev..
Fig (lh) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C elastic
scattering pseudo data (devived from the potential 
given in Table 1.) for E«=172 Mev..
Fig (2a) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C experimental
elastic scattering data for E«=20.2 Mev..
( ____  )WS2 fit WS fit (EN77).
Fig (2b) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C experimental
elastic scattering data for E«=20.6 Mev..
( ____  )WS2 fit , ( - - - -  ) WS fit (EN77).
Fig (2c) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-12 C experimental
elastic scattering data for E«=21.8 Mev..
( ____  )WS2 fit , ( -------- ) WS fit (EN77).
Fig (2d) Fit using a WS2 potential to cc-12 C experimental
elastic scattering data for Ea =23.6 Mev..
( ____  )WS2 fit , ( - - - - )  WS fit (EN77).
Fig (3) Plot of the S-matrix elements for fits to the a-
12C elastic scattering data for E«=20.2-23.6 Mev. 
using the WS2 potential ( ____  ) and the WS poten­
tial ( ----------) (EN77).
Fig (4) Plot of the S-matrix elements for fits to the cc-
12C elastic scattering data for:
(a ) E« =20 . 2 M e v .
(b) Ea =41 Mev.
( c ) Ea =104 Mev .
(d) Ea =139 Mev.
Fig (5) Linear fit for the potential strength V of the cc-
12C WS2 potential with respect to incident lab. 
energy . (<fi(s A f&uJz t*ju4uel uM* „
- 26 -
Fig (6) Linear fit for the potential strength Wv of the
a-12 C potential with respect to incident lab.
energy.
Fig (7) Fit using a WS2 potential to a-16 0 experimental
elastic scattering data for E«=104 Mev..
Fig (8) Fit using a WS2 potential to ct-20Ne experimental
elastic scattering data for E«=104 Mev..
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS OF ALPHA KNOCKOUT REACTIONS USING THE DWIA
3.1 Introduction
The alpha knockout reaction for light targets has 
been studied by various authors (SH76,CA79,WA78,JA79a,JA79b) 
and analysed in most cases using the Distorted Wave Impulse 
Approximation (DWIA). This technique has proved to be very 
reliable in the case of (p,2p) reactions for extracting 
nuclear structure information about the target. This 
information has agreed well with that predicted 
theoretically from shell model calculations. Serious 
problems and discrepancies arise when the DWIA is applied to 
{a,2a) reactions. In these cases the spectroscopic factors 
extracted from fitting the DWIA cross sections (CH78) to the 
data considerably overestimate those predicted by the shell 
model (IC73,KU73). The principal’ reasons for this which are 
inherent in the method are:
(1) The ambiguities in the alpha-nucleus optical model
potentials mean that the distortion functions 
cannot be constructed reliably inside the nuclear 
surface from elastic scattering data.
(2) The a-a t-matrix on shell varies considerably
depending on the energy prescription adopted.
Both these problems have to be satisfactorily resolved 
before the cluster structure information about the target 
may be extracted.
There is another problem which is common to all 
distorted wave reaction analyses for rearrangement collision
processes. In these cases one considers the overlap of the 
product of the cluster and core wavefuntions with the 
wavefunction of the target. The problem is that the effects 
of antisymmetrisation are not generally considered when this 
overlap function is approximated to a bound state generated 
in a local folded potential. The number of nodes for this 
state is defined by the oscillator rule. Thus, in a sense 
exchange effects are partially considered through this 
constraint, but no account is taken of the full role of the 
norm kernel 1-K.
In this chapter we attempt to resolve the distortion 
problem and to include the effects of exchange 
phenomenologically in an attempt to extract spectroscopic 
factors in consistent close agreement with those predicted 
theoretically.
3.2 Formalism
In the quasi-free approximation the cross section 
for the (oc, 2a) reaction is given by (JA70):
d3 o = 2ftma 3 qQ qt (27i)“3 | Tf 4 |2 (3.1)
d&! d£2 dE h6 p0
where m« is the mass of the a-particle, and p0 , qo and q4
are the momenta of the incident and two exiting particles
respectively. The term Tft is the transition matrix for the
reaction A(a,2a)B and is given by :
T#i = <<T (B,tf0 ,«t ) | V„„ |¥+ (A,cc0 )> (3.2)
where (B,a0 , )  is the solution (with ingoing wave 
boundary conditions) obtained when the a-a interaction V«« 
is neglected in the exit channel. After various
substitutions and using the Impulse Approximation eq.(l) 
becomes (JA70):
d3 a  = 4m« q0 q1 I p0 +Q | da C E , 0 ) ( 2 k )' 3 £BN l C Q ) (3.3)
dfiU d&2 dE h2 p0 | qo -qi I d£ NL
where BNL (0) = 1_ Sj t j t (L )£ | gfl L (Q ) 12
2 M
The Sjijt(L) term is the spectroscopic factor and
gN im(Q) is the distorted momentum distribution of the overlap 
integral ^ lh (r) = <$B^  I $a > and is given by:
gNt*(Q) = J*f (koc ,r)xf (k* c ,r)^i (k0 * ,ar)^LM (r)dr (3.4)
A detailed description of the kinematics and coordinate 
transformations is given in Appendix A. The term da/d£ in 
eq.(3.3) is the a-a elastic scattering cross section 
evaluated at energy E and angle 8 defined by:
cos(0) = (po +Q). (q0 -Qi ) (3.5)
I Po +Q I . I Qo -Qi I
This term arises as a result of (i) the Impulse 
Approximation and (ii) taking the on-shell approximation for 
the a-a t-matrix. The Impulse Approximation allows the
transition operator t«K to be replaced by the transition 
operator for the free a-a case, in other words ignoring the 
effect of the core. Approximating the t-matrix to being 
on-shell introduces the ambiguity of which energy 
prescription to adopt. The two possibilities are the prior 
and post prescriptions which are given by:
EP r i o r = _hf (Po +Q)2 (3.6a)
2m„
EP o s t = Jli(qo-qi)2 (3.6b)
2m«
The problem of this choice is discussed in detail in Section
-  -
(3.3) .
The gNL*i(Q) term is evaluated using two different 
coordinate systems, namely the symmetric coordinate system 
and the di-alpha system. The di-alpha system requires a 
modification of the model since the motion of the two 
outgoing particles is coupled together to allow the final 
state of the system to be treated as a two particle system - 
the di-alpha particle and the core. This method has been 
successfully applied to DWIA analyses of (p,2p) data (JA67). 
This choice of coordinate system is best suited to symmetric 
geometries. The two sets of coordinate transformations are 
given in Appendix (A).
The experimental data are presented in two distinct 
geometries - the energy sharing geometry and the symmetric 
coplanar geometry. In the energy sharing case the angles 0i 
and 02 which need not be equal are fixed and the knockout 
cross section given in relation to the energy E* of one of 
the outgoing q-particles. In the symmetric coplanar 
geometry the angles 0i and 02 are constrained to be the same 
(i.e. 0i=02=0 ) and the cross section is presented as a
function of this angle 0.
3.3 Distortion
The gNlm factors from the DWIA were evaluated using 
distorted waves *(r) generated in optical potentials with 
Saxon-Woods squared form factors in the real part as 
parametrised in Chapter 2. Tables (I) and (II) summarise 
the bound state and optical model potential parameters used. 
This type of potential was used both in the entrance and
exit channels. Table (III) gives those parameters used by 
Chant et a l . (CH78). The cross-section when the bound state 
is an S-state peaks at the point where the recoil Q of the 
core is zero. This peak value is adjusted to fit the data 
in order to extract the spectroscopic factor.
In the case of 160(a,2a)1 2 C at 90 Mev the use of 
these distorting potentials produced a gNL which differed at 
zero recoil (i.e. Q=0) from that produced with Chant's
choice of optical potential by a factor of roughly 1.5. 
This difference is reduced when the incident energy is 140 
Mev. In this case they differ by a factor of 1.1. It 
should be stated that in using Chant's choice of optical 
potentials we did not use the scaling factor of (A-4)/4 on 
the strengths for the entrance channel. This point is
described in detail in the Discussion section of this 
chapter. Fig. (12) shows the function G=J4|gNi_ I2 for 
16 0(a,2a)12 C9, at 140 Mev using the different distortion as 
described above. The full line illustrates G generated by 
the WS2 distortion and the dashed line G calculated with the
Chant distortion. The di-alpha model was used to generate
these functions in the symmetric coplanar geometry. It can 
be seen that only at angles where the recoil will be large 
do the two functions vary appreciably. This is to be 
expected as there is no energy dependence in any of the 
parameters of the optical potentials used by Chant et al..
In the case of the 20Ne(a,2a)*6 0 reaction at 140
Mev. the effect of using two different sets of distorting 
potentials was quite considerable. The G functions differed 
by a factor of about 50 around the point of zero recoil for 
the core. An investigation of the effect of reducing the
strength of the real part of the Chant optical potential in 
the exit channel was made. This strength was reduced by 2% 
and the result was an increase in G of 305s. In the light of 
this fact it is not so extraordinary to find such large 
differences when using a different form factor in the 
potential with different strengths. The form of the bound 
state is also very important for the localisation of the 
reaction. Clearly one should only modify the bound state to 
produce more acceptable fits to the data if reliable 
distortion functions *(r) have been generated. In alpha- 
nucleus systems where there is strong absorption in the 
nuclear surface it is not clear whether or not a particular 
potential produces the correct distortion inside this 
region.
The a-a t-matrix.
The a-a t-matrix is off the energy shell for two 
reasons. Firstly, in the initial channel the particle to be 
knocked out of the target nucleus is bound with energy EB . 
Secondly, the a-a scattering takes place in the presence of 
the core nucleons which are assumed to produce an averaged 
potential. The local momenta of the two a-particles at 
which the scattering takes place will be determined by this 
averaged potential and will not be equal to the asymptotic 
momenta. Therefore in the DWIA analysis of the knockout 
reaction the a-a t-matrix is fully off-shell. In the PWIA 
the problem of the local momenta clearly does not exist and 
the t-matrix reduces exactly to the half-off-shell post form 
(RE70). From consideration of the behaviour of the
scattering wavefunctions inside the nuclear well in momentum 
space, the off-shell form of the t-matrix reduces to the 
half-off-shel1 form mentioned above with modified momenta 
(RE73). Since most analyses employ the t-matrix on-shell 
Sharma et al. (SH81) have attempted to calculate the 
correction factor necessary to convert the on-shell value to 
that half-off-shel1. For the on-shell calculation the post 
form was used. The correction factor is defined by:
A = t - half-off-shel1 (3.7)
t - on-shell
This factor varies between 1 and 1.4 for the correction to 
the value for zero recoil of the core in the 1 6 0(a,2a)12 Cg* 
reaction at 90 Mev. The value depends on the choice of a-a 
potential used. It is important to point out that at least 
one of the potentials used (BU77) was only fitted to a-a 
elastic scattering successfully up to around 30 Mev in the 
original analysis whereas the energies involved from the 
knockout analyses are in the region of 100 Mev. The choice 
of a-a potential however does not appear to be very critical 
in the energy or angular region where the recoil of the core
is zero. Sharma concludes that the correction A when the
on-shell post form is used is less than that required when 
the prior form on-shell is adopted. In the knockout
analyses to follow the post on-shell t-matrix was used.
The a-a elastic scattering cross section for 0=90° 
is illustrated in figs.(5a) and (5b). The values were 
calculated from phase shift analyses of a-a elastic
scattering over the range of lab. energy E=30-120 Mev 
(BA72,DA65). The shape of the cross section can be
considered in three energy regions. The first region E=30- 
55 Mev shows it to be rapidly varying with E, then the 
second region E=55-100 Mev where it falls off sharply and 
finally the third region where the fall tends to flatten 
out. The region of interest for the reliable extraction of 
spectroscopic information is the energy for which the recoil 
of the core is zero. Figs.(6a) and (6b) illustrate the 
variation of the energy in the prior and post prescriptions 
with angle in the symmetric geometry and with energy in the 
energy sharing one respectively. The system considered here 
is that for 160(a,2a)12 Cg* . The point at which the 
difference between the two prescriptions is at a minimum is 
where the Q=0. For the case where the incident alpha has 
energy E=90 and 140 Mev the a-a energy in the post 
prescription is 74.2 Mev and 124.3 Mev respectively.
It is interesting to see what a-a energy is required 
to produce a value for the on-shell t-matrix which is the 
same as the calculated off-shell value. In general A is 
greater than unity, and since the cross section is 
monotonically decreasing in the region of interest it 
follows that this energy must be less than Ep 0 s t . The 
equivalent energy will not in general lie between EPrior and 
EPost but will be less than EP0st . It would seem that in 
order to reduce the uncertainties arising from off-shell 
effects the energy sharing geometry should be preferred. 
Ionnides and Jackson (1078) have studied various geometries 
for the knockout reaction and have derived an optimum 
geometry for studying off-shell effects.
3.4 Overlap integral
From eq(3.4) it is necessary to calculate the 
overlap integral:
|*a > = (l-K)u(r) (3.8)
This is usually referred to as the reduced width 
amplitude (RWA). In most reaction analyses the RWA is 
approximated to a bound state wavefunction generated in a 
local a-nucleus potential. From the discussion in Chapter 1 
a local equation generates a bound state which approximates 
to J(l-K)u(r). Therefore reaction analyses which use local 
potentials to generate the overlap integral are failing to 
account for exchange effects consistently even in a 
phenomenological way. Clearly the operator A 1-K) will have 
an effect on the function calculated from the local equation 
if the operator does not approximate closely to a projection 
operator which projects off the states Xr forbidden by the 
Pauli Principle. Generally for light systems the eigenvalue 
spectrum for (1-K) rises sharply for increasing values of 
the principle quantum number N (H077). Thus in these cases 
(1-K) can be regarded as a projection operator which 
projects out these forbidden states (BU77). We can 
therefore write:
(1-K) - A = 1 - \Xr ><Xr I (3.9)
In the case of heavy systems, however, where the eigenvalue 
spectrum of (1-K) rises only gradually with increasing N
such an approximation is invalid. Clearly the correct
approach to the problem would be to carry out a full RGM
calculation which would involve evaluating both the norm and 
interaction kernels. An approximation to this would be to 
calculate the overlap using the OCM which only requires 
evaluation of the norm kernel. This is a non- trivial task. 
Thus neither of the two methods are particularly practical 
for use in reaction calculations where many fits to data are 
required. There is a need therefore for some form of 
empirical prescription for reproducing the essential 
features of (l-K)u(r) from a local Schrodinger equation 
generating bound states. In complex symmetric systems like 
u 0-u 0 the effect of repeatedly operating with /(I-K) on a 
bound state produced from the RGM (T077) is to cause the 
wavefunction in the interior to be strongly damped and for 
the final peak to be pushed out by about 0.5 fm. for each 
operation. The amplitude of the function is reduced by each 
repeated operation with /(1-K). In this case (1-K) does not 
approximate at all well to a projector.
To reproduce these effects from a simple local 
equation some adjustment to the local folded potential is 
necessary. The effects described above suggest the use of 
some form of repulsive core in the innermost region of the 
potential. From RGM analyses of the a-16 0 system the 
effective local potential required to reproduce the relative 
wavefunction u(r) is repulsive at short range as a direct 
consequence of the exchange effects (MA75). We would expect 
these features to be exhibited to some degree for the a-12 C 
and a-16 0 systems as well. It should be noted that the 
severe damping in the interior of the solution to the RGM 
for the 160-16 0 system results from the use of the Volkov 
n-n interaction which has a repulsive effect at short radii.
The parametrisation of this n-n interaction is quite 
critical in determining the degree to which these effects 
are manifest (AN77).
interior and a shift outwards of the final peak of the 
function (l-K)u(r) a local potential was used with a 
repulsive hard core in the interior region. The node number 
of the wavefunction is still that defined by the oscillator 
rule and the normalisation condition that the integral of 
the square of the function over r be unity is retained. 
This normalisation implies that:
which is clearly only an approximation. This is justified 
from the fact that (1-K) for as^ymetric light systems like 
a-16 0 and a-12 C approximates to the projection operator A, 
so that:
The depth of the potential was then varied to provide a
bound state of the correct binding energy, which in the case 
of a-4 2 C forming the 0+ ground state of 16 0 is +7.16 Mev, 
and that for a-16 0 forming the 0+ ground state of 20Ne is 
+4.3 Mev. When the alpha knockout reaction involving an 
even-even target in its ground state leaves the core in its 
gound state angular momentum conservation dictates that only 
a bound state with L=0 is permitted. The node number which 
is determined by the oscillator rule is 3 for the a-42 C
bound system and 5 for the a-16 0 system.
The Woods-Saxon potential parameters used for the <a(-4 2 C
In order to reproduce some degree of damping in the
<u | (1-K)2 | u> = 1 (3.10)
(1-K)|u> - /a /(1-K)|u> (3.11)
system were those which closely approximated a folded 
potential (CH78):
ro = 1.09 fm 
ao = 0.7825 fm.
rc = 1.3 fm Coulomb radius parameter
This will be referred to as potential (A). It was to this 
potential that a repulsive core was added to account for 
exchange effects. Owing to the normalisation condition (8) 
when a repulsive core was added to potential (A) the overall 
magnitude of the wavefunction in the tail region was 
increased. Fig.(l) shows the magnitude of these tails with 
different choices of repulsive core radius. The dashed 
lines (b) and (c) illustrate the tails of bound state 
wavefunctions generated in potentials without any repulsive 
core and the following shape parameters:
(b) Ro=2.52(A1/3 ) fm. 
ao=0.7825 fm. 
rc=l.3 fm.
(c) Ro=1.25(AW 3 +41/3 ) fm. 
ao=0.6 fm.
rc=l.3 fm.
The parameter Ro appears in the potential as:
f(r,Ro,ao) = [ 1 + exp( (r - Ro)/a ) 3"1 (3.12)
The parametrisation of Ro in (c) involving the mass numbers 
of both the core and the bound particle is frequently used 
in alpha-transfer calculations where exchange effects are 
generally ignored (DE73). The value ro=2.52 fm. in
potential (b) is that required to produce the correct
spectroscopic factor from (a,2a) data (CH78). It can be 
seen that we would require a repulsive core radius Rc of 
greater than 3 fm. to match this tail. Fig.(2) shows the
relation between the hard core radius and the ratio of the
magnitude of the bound state wavefunction tail generated
from a repulsive core potential to that generated in a 
potential of the same shape but with no hard core. This
gives a very useful indication of the degree of enhancement 
in the tail region of the bound state produced by a
particular value of Rc . It also shows that to match tail
(b) in fig.(l) we would require a repulsive core radius of 
3.1 fm. and to match tail (c) a value of 2.1 fm is needed.
These values are marked by arrows on the figure. Another
feature is that the increase of enhancement starts to fall 
off beyond Rc =3 fm. which places a limit on the
effectiveness of this procedure. Fig.(3) shows three bound 
state wavefunctions (a),(b) and (c) generated by potentials 
(A), (B) and (C) respectively. All three are generated in a 
Woods-Saxon potential without a repulsive core. The 
position of the final peak and the magnitude is quite 
different for each. The wavefunction (c) implies a very 
large separation of the clusters compared to that indicated 
for (a). Fig.(4) shows the behaviour of the wavefunction 
generated from potential (A) with values of Rc = 0, 1, 2 and 3 
fms. The suppression of the inner oscillations just beyond 
the hard core radius, the displacement of the final peak and 
the enhancement in the tail region is clearly exhibited.
3.5 Results
The results for the 16 0(a,2a)12 Cgs cross sections at
90 Mev in the symmetric coplanar geometry using the di-alpha
model are shown in fig.(7). The data marked as points on
the graph are taken from Sherman's work. It is very
interesting to note that the shape of the on-shell a-a t-
matrix has a very marked effect on the knockout cross
TVvs. PtfwU? jlxs UfJL
section below 0 = 36°^theoretical curve should be aligned with
the data is at 0=42° (i.e. where Q=0) which results in a
spectroscopic factor of 15.9 which is roughly 70 times
UUujL cj 0*23 (toutf3)
larger than the theoretically predicted • This alignment 
causes the cross section at smaller angles to significantly 
overshoot the data and suggests that if the data over the 
whole angular range were to be fitted in a general way then 
a smaller value for the spectroscopic factor would result. 
The value of the cross-section for zero recoil is very 
important however because the off-shell effects are then at 
a minimum. Fig.(8) shows the effect on G of the use of a 
repulsive core in the bound state potential. The lines are 
given for the cases where Re =0,1,2 and 3 fms.. The dashed 
line shows the value of G when Chant's optical potentials 
were used without any scaling in the incident channel. The 
bound state potential in this case had shape parameters 
ro/ao/rc=l.09/0.7825/1.3 fm. without any hard core. In 
order to fit the data with a satisfactory value for the 
spectroscopic factor we require a repulsive core radius of
2.6 fm. Fig.(9) illustrates the fit to data from the same 
reaction but using the energy sharing geometry. The full 
line shows the cross section using the ws2^distorfccort.- The
alignment of the central maximum produces a spectroscopic 
factor of 17.9 which is 78 times too large. When the maxima
are aligned the side lobes in the DWIA cross section lie far
lower than the left one in the data which is vaguely 
discernable. The width of the central peak is rather narrow 
to fit the data well. The dashed line on the same graph 
shows the DWIA cross section using distortion from optical 
potentials with a very shallow absorptive part (PE63). The 
distortion potential in this case is given by:
V = V.f(r,Ro,ao) + i w . f (r,Ri,ai) 
where f is the standard WS form factor and
V = 33.0 Mev
W = 9.4 Mev
Ro = ro.A1/3 + ri with ro=1.3 fm, ri=1.2 fm.
Ri = ri.A1/3 + ^  with ri=1.3 fm.
This had been used to fit a-12 C elastic scattering at 48 
Mev. The spectroscopic factor in this case reduces to a
value of 1.8 which is an improvement by a factor of 10 over 
the other curve. In contrast to the DWIA cross section
produced using distorted waves generated in Woods-Saxon 
squared optical potentials the side lobes in this case have 
merged into the profile of the central peak. This is not 
observed in the data, and this peak is now too broad. 
Fig.(10) illustrates the effect on G in this geometry of 
various values of a repulsive core at different radii. It 
is interesting that the shape of the peak for G is more or 
less independent of Rc and only the magnitude is affected.
It is significant that the use of different geometries
results in a discrepancy of about 10% in the calculated
cross section. This could mean that the assumption that the 
di-alpha optical potential is twice the alpha optical 
potential (see Appendix A) is too simple for the dialpha 
system. Alternatively it may arise from the omission of 
coupling effects which occur when using symmetric 
coordinates but not in the di-alpha system.
Fig.(11) illustrates the cross section for 
16 0 (a,2a)12 C9* for Ea=140 Mev. In this case the 
spectoscopic factor required to bring the DWIA cross-section 
into line with the data is 59 which is about 250 times too 
large. The profile of the central peak fits the shape of 
the data very well although the side lobes do not. Fig.(12) 
shows the relation between the value of G and the angle 0 
for two choices of distortion namely the Woods-Saxon squared 
potentials and those used by Chant without scaling. There 
is very little difference, particularly for 0=43.16° 
where the recoil of the core is zero. The bound state in 
both cases was generated in the WS potential with shape 
parameters ro/ao/rc=l.09/0.7825/1.3 fm. Fig.(13)
illustrates the effect of hard core repulsion on G and 
indicates that a hard core radius of greater than 3 fm. is 
required to reproduce the spectroscopic factor 
satisfactorily. In this case also the shape of G is largely 
unaffected by different values for the hard core radius. 
Only the overall magnitude is increased with increasing Rc.
The results for the 20Ne(a,2a)*6 09* reaction at 140 
Mev, illustrated in fig. (14), are quite surprising and show 
most convincingly the sensitivity of the G term in the DWIA 
to the choice of distortion. The two dashed lines are those 
produced using Chant's distortion (unsealed in the entrance
channel) and bound state parameters a)
ro/ao/rc=l.09/0.7825/1.3 fm and b) ro/ao/rc=2.52/0.7825/1.3 
fm. The effect on G of increasing the radius parameter is 
considerable. Using the WS squared optical potentials the 
value for G drops by a factor of 0.02 which is only made up 
for by using a repulsive hard core radius of Rc=3.
With a cross section which is so sensitive to the 
distortion there can be little physical significance for the 
value for Rc in this case. The spectroscopic factor 
extracted from the curve for which WS squared distortion was 
used is about 660.
Fig. (15) illustrates the effect of the repulsive 
core radius on the peak value of G (i.e. where Q=0) for all 
three reactions under study. The dashed curves represent 
the variation in G(Q=0) calculated using the di-alpha
model and the solid curve G(Q=0) for the 1 6 0 ( a , 2a)1 2 C9 *, 
reaction with Ect=90 using the energy sharing geometry. The 
repulsive core enhances the value of G for three reasons. 
Firstly, the effect of blocking any contribution from r=0 up 
to the repulsive core radius which is found to be 
predominantly negative (WA79). The second reason is that 
the higher the value of Rc the more rapidly oscillatory the 
bound state wavefunction becomes near to the repulsive core 
radius and therefore we might expect a greater degree of 
cancellation of contributions from inside the surface 
region. Thirdly, the wavefunction is enhanced in the tail 
and this causes the contribution from this region to be 
increased. One interesting feature of the curves for the 
1 6 0(cc, 2a)4 2 C9 s reaction at both 90 and 140 Mev is that there 
is no tail off in the increase of G although the increase in
the magnitude of the bound state in the tail is falling off. 
This would suggest evidence for the first two reasons for 
the enhancement for G described above. If the contribution 
to G was only coming from the tail region then it would 
increase by the same degree as the enhancement of the wave 
tails shown in fig.(2).
3.6 Discussion
The results both for the 2 0 Ne(a, 2cf)* 6 09 » and 
1 6 0(a,2a)12 Cgs cross-sections show that it is imperative to 
use the correct distortion functions *(r) if any useful 
spectroscopic information is to be extracted from such 
analyses. The problem of ambiguous optical model potentials 
from fits to cc-nucleus elastic scattering fits data is very 
serious. It would appear that the attempt to obtain a 
unique family of potentials suitable for use in reaction 
calculations has not been very successful. Once again it is 
worth emphasising that elastic scattering only provides 
knowledge of the scattering T-matrix on the energy shell 
which means that we have reliable information about the 
wavefunction outside the range of the optical potential. 
For information about the wavefunction inside the potential 
we need to know about the T-matrix off-shell. Caution 
therefore should be taken when shallow distorting potentials 
are used (JA79a) which result in less surface localisation 
of the reaction and greater penetration of the ex-particle 
inside the target. Using such distortion it was found that 
a large contribution came from the region r<3.5 fm and that 
this was largely constant for all allowed values of Q unlike
the contribution from the surface r>5 fm. which dropped off 
sharply with an increase in recoil momentum. The effect of 
using this potential in the final state has increased the 
peak value of G in this work by an order of magnitude and
changed the form of the secondary maxima. Fitting to beyond 
the rainbow angle only alleviates the problem of ambiguities 
in the optical potentials at higher energies. There would 
still appear to be some uncertainty in the parameters in the 
critical energy region between 40 and 65 Mev (for which Q=0) 
where only limited angular range (£K80°) of a-1 2 C elastic
scattering data exists.
Chant et al. in their analyses scale the optical 
potential by a factor of (A-4)/A in the entrance channel 
apparently to account for the fact that the incident alpha 
should only feel the effect of the nucleons in the core
since its interaction with the bound alpha is accounted for 
in the a-a t-matrix which is factorised out. This is 
incorrect. The Hamiltonian in the entrance channel where
particle a is incident on target A is given by:
H = Ha + H» + T* a + U . A  + ( V . A  - U. A ) (3.13)
where HA and Ha are the internal Hamiltonians for composite
particles A and a, T, A is the kinetic energy operator for 
the relative motion of the cm. of the two clusters. The 
potential U, A is the optical potential which reproduces
elastic scattering data and Vaa is the complete potential 
describing the interaction of the two clusters. For the 
coordinate system to be correct in the asymptotic region the 
incident particle must interact with the whole of the 
target. The removal of the a-a interaction from this
optical potential necessarily changes the geometry. An 
interesting point is that if the scaling were to be 
rigorously applied then the Coulomb interaction should be 
scaled thus changing the whole nature of the wavefunction at 
large separation of the clusters. In a reaction which is 
so sensitive to the choice of distortion the consequences of 
such scaling can have a considerable effect on the cross 
section.
There is another problem with previous work on a- 
knockout (WA79) which arises from comparison of DWIA 
analyses of (p,pcO and (a, 2a). In the 16 O C p ^ a ) 12 C„ * 
reaction the choice of bound state parameters was 
ro/ao/rc=l.3/0.65/1.3 fm. to describe the overlap function. 
The overlap in the 160(a,2c012 Cg, reaction is exactly the 
same since we are dealing with ct-knockout from the same 
target nucleus. The choice of bound state parameters in 
this case was ro/ao/rc=2.52/0.7825/1.3 fm. In fact the 
differences between the two reactions in the DWIA will be in 
the off-shell effects and the optical potential which 
describes the p-nucleus interaction in the (p,pa) and the 
cc-nucleus interaction in the (a, 2a). Since the optical 
potentials for p-nucleus elastic scattering are better 
understood one can assume that the DWIA analysis of the 
(p,pa) reaction will produce more reliable spectroscopic 
information. The DWIA analysis of the (p,pcO revealed that 
the cross section was largely insensitive to the choice of 
the p-nucleus optical potential and that the critical 
factors were the choice of a-nucleus distortion and the 
bound state radius parameter ro. There does not appear to 
be any physical justification in this case for adjusting the
radius parameter in the bound state potential to reproduce 
the theoretical spectroscopic factors.
The problem of distortion can only be alleviated if 
the energy of the incoming a is greater than 200 Mev where 
in the symmetric case for zero recoil of the core the energy 
of the outgoing alpha particles will be 100 Mev. The a-C 
elastic scattering at these energies is reproduced by a 
unique potential provided the angular range is large enough.
Clearly the present choice of modification to the 
bound state potential by using a repulsive hard core is 
suggested by a correct treatment of exchange but cannot 
reproduce the effects of a full RGM treatment accurately. 
Therefore an improved choice for the overlap would be a 
reduced width amplitude from the RGM equation. Work on the 
cluster description of 20Ne as 20Ne=160+a has been carried 
out using oscillator states to describe the clusters and a 
Volkov type potential for the n-n interaction. The main 
problem with the reduced width amplitude derived using 
oscillator states is the incorrect radial behaviour in the 
tail. The behaviour of the RWA in the tail region is 
critical in a-knockout reactions.
To remedy the problem a Hankel tail can be fitted in this 
region to give the correct asymptotic behaviour. This has 
been done in the case of the (p,2p) reaction where the 
effect was to increase the the cross-section compared to the 
case where no Hankel tail was fitted to an oscillator 
wavefunction (HA78). It is worth noting that a realistic 
potential of WS form used to generate the overlap produced a 
significant increase again in the cross-section. The aim
here would be to produce the correct oscillatory behaviour 
of the RWA in the interior and then to ensure the correct 
radial dependence in the tail. Thus we would hope that 
contributions to the cross-section from the interior part of 
the overlap would be correctly treated as these have a 
significant effect on the cross-section.
Success has been claimed for the description of the 
knockout reaction using a strong absorption model (JA79b) 
where the reaction is localised to the region of the target 
outside a distance Rc perpendicular to the direction of 
motion of the incident alpha particle. In this analysis the 
effects of distortion are considered to be small and are 
neglected and plane waves are used. This means that not 
only are the effects of the nuclear potential due to the 
target ignored but so are the Coulomb effects. Evaluating G 
using plane waves (PWIA) results in the value of G being 
increased by roughly three orders of magnitude.
An attempt has been made to include the effects of 
distortion by using local momenta defined by the optical 
potential (i.e. some form of WKB approximation) and the 
cross-section about the point of zero recoil proved to be 
insensitive to this value (JA79b). However it is not clear 
what the effect of a rigorous treatment of distortion would 
be since no account is taken at present of the absorptive 
effect of the optical potential which has proved to be very 
important in full DWIA analyses of the knockout reaction.
A very useful indication of the localisation of the 
reaction is the study of the radial contribution to the 
cross section by evaluating:
J o
Aa(r) = a(r+Ar) - a(r) (3.14)
This has been done by Wang et al.(WA79) and results show 
that increasing the bound state radius parameter results in 
the only significant contribution to G coming from the tail 
region. This method however is much more useful for 
studying the radial localisation of the reaction employing 
different distorting potentials. The greater the 
penetration of the incident alpha particle into the target 
the more questionable is the validity of the DWIA analysis 
of the reaction using standard optical model potentials to 
generate the distortion.
TABLE CAPTIONS (Chapter 3)
Table I Bound state parameters
Table II Optical potential parameters for the distorted waves
Table III Optical potential parameters used by Chant
TABLE I
Bound state parameters
System Eb r„ a rc N L
1&0 = oc+12C 7.16 1 .09 0.7825 1.3 3 0
2 0 Ne = a+16 0 4.73 1.24 0.76 1.3 5 0
TABLE II
Optical model parameters
Shape parameters for WS squared potentials:
Real part ro=1.489 fm. a=1.17 fm.
Imag. part ri=1.763 fm. ai=0.478 fm.
Strength parameters for WS squared potentials:
Real strength Vo(l - ct.E)
Imag. strength Wo(l + 0.E)
System Vo a Wo £
a+i2C 188 0.0018 18.8 0.0019
cx+16 0 167 0.0018 12.8 0.0019
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FIGURE CAPTIONS (Chapter 3)
Fig (1) Graph of the wavefunction u(r) in the tail region
with Rc =0,1,2 and 3 fm.. The curves (c) and (b)
are those generated from potentials with
R0 =l.25(Al/3+41/3 ), a=0 . 65 and R0 =2 . 52XA1' 3 ,
a=0.7825 respectively.
Fig (2) Graph of the relative magnitude of the bound state
wavefunction in the tail region with respect to 
the radius of the repulsive core Rc .
Fig (3) Graph of the bound state wavefunctions for 12 C+a
using a Saxon-Woods potential with data from
(CH77).
(a) Ro =1.09xA1/3 fm., a=0.7825 fm..
(b) R0 =2.52xA1/3 fm., a=0.7825 fm..
(c) R0 =1.25x(A1/3+41/3 ) fm., a=0.6 fm. .
Fig (4) Graph of the bound state wavefunctions for
1 4 0=J 2 C+a with Rc =0,l,2,3 fms..
Fig (5a) Graph of the a-a elastic scattering cross section
at 90° for incident lab. energy in the range 30-65
Mev.
Fig (5b) Graph of the a-a elastic scattering cross section
at 90° for incident lab. energy in the range 50- 
160 Mev.
Fig (6a) Graph of a-a relative energy in the post and prior 
prescription for the i60(a,2a)i2C reaction with 
respect to Q in the diparticle geometry.
Fig (6b) Graph of a-a relative energy in the post and prior 
prescription for the 1 6 0(oc, 2a)1 2 C reaction with 
respect to E« in the energy sharing geometry.
Fig (7) Graph of the cross section for 1 6 0(ct, 2a)1 2 C„ * at 
90 Mev. with respect to 8 in the diparticle 
geometry.
Fig (8) Graph of the square of the distorted momentum dis­
tribution G for 1 6 0(a, 2a)1 2 C9 s at 90 Mev. with
respect to 8 in the diparticle geometry.
Fig (9) Graph of the energy sharing spectrum for
1 6 0(a, 2a)i 2 Cg * at 90 Mev. with 0t = 82 = 42°
Fig (10) Graph of the square of the distorted momentum dis­
tribution G for 1 6 0(a, 2a)1 2 C9 * at 90 Mev. with
respect to energy Ei . with #i =02 =42°
Fig (11) Graph of the energy sharing spectrum for
16 0(a,2a)12 Cgs at 140 Mev. with respect to energy 
Ei . with 8i =82 =42°
Fig (12) Graph of the square of the distorted momentum dis­
tribution G for 1 6 0(a, 2a)12 Cg * at 140 Mev. with
respect to 8 in the diparticle geometry using:
(a) WS2 distortion ( ____  )
(b) Chant's distortion ( -----  ) (CH77)
Fig (13) Graph of the square of the distorted momentum dis­
tribution G for 16 0(a, 2a)12 Cg, at 140 Mev. with
respect to 8 in the diparticle geometry for using 
WS2 distortion with various values of Rc and
- 64 -
Fig (1
Fig (1
(a) using WS distortion with r0 =2.52 fm. in the 
bound state.--( -------)
(b) using WS distortion with ro =1.09 fm. in the 
bound state.--( -------)
) Graph of the square of the distorted momentum dis­
tribution G for 20Ne(a#2a)16 09* at 140 Mev. with 
respect to 0 in the diparticle geometry for using 
WS2 distortion with various values of Rc and
(a) using WS distortion with r0 =2.52 fm. in the 
bound state. ( ------ )
(b) using WS distortion with ro =1.09 fm. in the 
bound state. ( ------ )
) Graph of the distorted momentum squared G for zero 
recoil of the core with respect to the repulsive 
core radius Rc for
(a) 16Q(a,2a)1 2 Cgs at 140 Mev. using the dipar­
ticle geometry. ( -----  )
(b) 160(a,2a)1 2 C9s at 90 Mev. using the diparti­
cle geometry. ( ------)
(c) 1 6 0(cc, 2a)1 2 Cg * at 140 Mev. using the energy
sharing geometry. ( _____  )
(a) 2 0 Ne(a, 2cc)* 6 09 * at 140 Mev. using the dipar­
ticle geometry. (   )
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CHAPTER 4
ALPHA DECAY OF POLONIUM AND SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI
4.1 Introduction
Alpha decay for heavy systems is examined for two 
purposes. The first is the study of alpha clustering in 
heavy nuclei by obtaining alpha spectroscopic factors. This 
is done by comparing the theoretical one body width with 
that measured experimentally. The second is to investigate 
and predict the lifetimes of certain proposed superheavy 
nuclei. Calculation of the lifetimes of such nuclei is 
important for predicting whether they should exist in nature 
by comparing their theoretical lifetimes with the age of the 
Solar System which is currently estimated to be 4.7xl09 
years (FL83). Frequent use has been made of semi-empirical 
formulae to determine such lifetimes. The most commonly 
used are the formulae of Taagepera and Nurmia (TA61)
logi o Tjt (yr) = 1.61[(Z-2) - (Z-2)2'3 ] - 28.9 (4.1)
/Q
and of Viola and Seaborg (VI66)
log! o T* (sec) = Az + Bz (4.2)
/Q
A; = 2.113292-48.9879, B, = -0.390040Z-16.9543
Both formulae have been derived by fitting experimental data 
for heavy nuclei. It is not clear to what extent they are 
applicable to superheavy nuclei and whether the effect of 
shell closure is adequately accounted for.
The widths have been calculated using the R-matrix 
formalism. One of the principal criticisms of the R-matrix
approach is the variation of the penetrability P with the 
choice of channel radius a0 which is essentially arbitrary 
although certain physical arguments constrain it to have a 
lower limit i.e. beyond the range of any polarising 
potential. The penetrability is however not physically 
observed quantity. The reduced width r2 also has a strong 
dependence on the channel radius. This dependence however 
is almost completely compensated for by that of P in the 
formula for the one body width:
T = 2Pr2 " (4.3)
Difficulties have also arisen in the choice of 
potential to generate r. One method is to use the real part 
of the ^-nucleus optical potential but this is 
unsatisfactory because of the problem of ambiguities in the 
potential. The various choices of optical potential cause 
considerable variation in the value for r using either R- 
matrix theory (SC68,BE66) or a perturbation method (HA68). 
This problem is resolved by using a simple folding procedure 
to generate the potential using appropriate nuclear 
densities.
This potential has given very satisfactory results in 
reproducing oc-Pb elastic scattering cross sections at 
energies in the region of the height of the Coulomb barrier 
(JA76).
4.2 Derivation of the Expression for f.
In the derivation of the practical expression for 
the width f of a sharp resonance only the single channel
case is considered so that the R, W and U matrices of the 
general many channel R-matrix theory reduce to functions 
(LA58). The U-rnatrix is the scattering matrix and this is 
related to the R-matrix through the W-matrix. The 
assumption is also made that the channel radius ac be 
sufficiently large so that for r>ac exchange effects are 
insignificant. This assumption is quite consistent with the 
requirement that ar lie outside the range of any polarising 
potential.
In the single channel approximation, the width of a
resonance is given by (AR74):
T = 2. (P2 + (S-B)2 ) (4.4)
(P/r2 + SP - P(S-B)) - <f>
where S is the shift function, P the penetrability and 4> is
the hard sphere phase shift. The quantity B is the
logarithmic derivative on the channel surface of the
functions Xx which span the interior region. The dot refers
to the derivative with respect to energy evaluated at the
resonance energy. If the resonance is very narrow then
(4.4) reduces t o :
r = 2. Pr2 (4.5)
(1+r2 S)
and if the energy derivative of the shift function S, which
is small, is also ignored then the familiar R-matrix
expression for the width is obtained:
T = 2.Pr2 (4.6)
Working with (4.5) the following expressions for S, P and r
are used (LA58):
S = 2jmc 1____  Fg2 (k r ' ) kdr' (4.7)
h2 krG2 (r) ^
where r0 is the radius of the outer turning point and G(kr)
is the irregular Coulomb function. The penetrability P can
be written as:
P =__ kr_________ = kr (4.8)
F2 (kr) + G2 (kr) G2 (kr)
where r lies well inside ac and F and G are the modified
Coulomb functions which include the effect of the nuclear
potential.
n  = I K2 ] J d a  ( 4 . 9 )
The reduced width amplitude r is given by :
f
where Jd£ denotes the surface integral at r=ac and XA is a 
model many body wavefunction which describes the compound 
state of the system inside the channel radius and can be 
written:
Xx = Nx A [ux (r) .^(5)] (4.10)
where is the product of the two internal wavefunctions
and the angular part of the relative motion. The other 
factor Ux(r) is the relative wavefunction of the two 
clusters. Nx is the normalisation constant defined by:
Nx2 = [ ,'drdr' uA (r)(8 (r-r')-K(r,r') )ux (r') I'1 (4.11)
which results from the condition that
Xx*Xxdi = 1 (4.12)
i
u  u
Inserting (4.10) into (4.9) gives
rx = /_RL_)Nx jdr'[8 (ac ,r')-K(ae ,r')D Ux(r') (4.13)
\2hblJ J
Finally therefore we obtain the following expression for the 
width T :
Mi
r =
G2 ^  ) ___
( ( l - K ) U x  I r « * c ) 2
dr uj (r) (1 -K)ux (r) +
Jo-
dr G2 (kr)
** (4.14)
Since we made the assumption that Pauli effects are 
negligible at and beyond the channel radius ac we can write:
(l-K)iu (r) |r - < c = Al-IOu* (r) |,..c (4.15)
Rewriting (4.13) in terms of w* = /(l-K)u* and using (4.14) 
we obtain:
r = ---- -— '-r“
G2 (kc ) fdr Ux(r)(l-K)ux(r) + fdr G2 (kac )
Wx 2 (ac ) J
c (4.16)
Clearly we prefer to work in terms of w* not only because 
this will be the form of the solution to the OCM but also 
because it is the form that we expect to obtain from the 
local Schrodinger equation (BU77).
4.3 Choice of superheavy nuclei
There appears to be general agreement that the 
elements with neutron number 184 and atomic number 110 or 
114 are most likely to be observed. These nuclei are
expected to be spherical. It was decided to study the alpha 
decay of the 184 isotones 29A 110, 2 9 s 114 and 3 0 2 1 1 8 .
According to calculations of the halflives using the Gamow 
theory (FI72) alpha decay in these nuclei is reckoned to be 
the predominant mode of decay as the half-lives for 
spontaneous fission and beta decay are estimated to be much 
greater. Generally as the value of Z increases so the decay 
due to spontaneous fission predominates (NI78). The 
ordering of the single particle states in a spherical 
potential has been studied by several authors 
(RO68,VA70,LO77,NI69).
The nucleus 3 A 2 114 has also been chosen because the 
next neutron shell is expected to be closed. This nucleus 
has been studied using spherical Hartree-Fock theory by 
Vautherin et al. (VA70). They suggest that this nucleus 
should be stable against alpha decay so arbitrary values for 
the Q-value have been used to investigate the sensitivity of 
the width to this parameter. The separation energies of the 
residual nuclei are also taken from their work.
4.4 Choice of the a-Nucleus potential
Following the success of the optical potentials 
derived using the single folding model to describe the low 
energy oc-Pb elastic scattering. The single folding 
procedure is given by
where pc (r) is the radial density of the daughter 
nucleus and V«n (|R-r|) is the microscopic a-nucleon 
potential. The radial density distribution for the daughter
(4.17)
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nucleus was constructed from the single panicle model using 
the Batty-Greenlees potential (BA69) for the proton 
distribution and the Zaidi-Darmodjo potential as modified by 
Batty (BA70) for the neutron distribution. The depths of 
the potentials were varied to. give the correct separation 
energy for the least bound proton or neutron in each 
isotope. The form of V«n (|R-r|) is assumed to approximate 
well to a Gaussian and the parameters were taken from Batty 
et al. (BA71b).
V« „ ( | R-r | ) = Vo exp(-K2 |R-r|2 ) (4.18)
K = 0. 526 fm'1
The full potential used in the R-matrix calculation of the 
width included the Coulomb part as given in Chapter 2.
In producing a resonant state with the correct 
asymptotic behaviour the depth of the potential U(r) was 
changed in two ways. In the first case, U(r) was deepened
by a factor g which resulted in a slight change in the
barrier height U(rb ) - a critical factor in determining the
width. In the second case the procedure was to scale the
potential by a constant factor g in the interior region only
ie. for r < rb . The purpose in this case was to keep the
barrier height U(rb ) unaltered so that it would be the same 
as that which reproduced the elastic scattering data so 
successfully (JA76). Thus the potential scaling is given in 
the two cases as:
Case 1 V(r) = g.U(r) + Vc (r) (4.19a)
Case 2 V(r) = g.U'(r) + (l-g).U'(rb ) r < rb
V (r ) = U ' (r) r > rb (4.19b)
where U'(r) = U(r) + Vc (r)
The nuclear potential is denoted by U(r) and the Coulomb 
potential as defined in Chapter 2 is Vc (r).
4.5 Calculation of the widths
In order to calculate r using eq. (4.16) it is 
necessary to compute the function w(r). Since we have
restricted ourselves to only one term of an orthogonal set
of functions spanning the interior region it must closely
approximate the one body relative wavefunction in this 
region. It is necessary therefore to choose the correct 
number of nodes according to the oscillator rule given in 
Chapter 2. Table V shows the lowest four nucleon
configuration and thus the node number for each of the 
nuclei under consideration. The Q-values for the decay of 
the Po isotopes were taken from experiment, whereas those 
for the proposed superheavy nuclei were taken from work by 
Fiset and Nix (FI72). They work out the mass excess by 
taking the difference in the ground state masses of the 
nuclei concerned obtained from the local minimum in the 
nuclear potential energy of deformation.
The depth of the potentials was adjusted to produce 
a resonant state with the correct number of nodes in the 
interior region as defined by the oscillator rule. Both 
potentials (4.19a) and (4.19b) were used to investigate the 
sensitivity of the calculation to the slight variation in 
the barrier height caused by the different scaling methods. 
Owing to the success in reproducing a+Pb elastic scattering
data the potential (4.19a) was felt to be more reliable and 
the final results are given for this one. Generally, the 
values for r using (4.19b) resulted in a decrease of about 
30% over those using (4.19a) thus indicating the sensitivity 
of the width to the choice of potential.
4 .6 Results
The one body widths for the Po isotopes are given in 
Table I along with the experimental values. The extracted 
spectroscopic factors are given in Table IV alongside those 
derived by Harada and Rauscher (HA68) which were obtained 
from widths calculated using a time dependent perturbation 
method. The results of Harada and Rauscher depend to a very 
high degree on the choice of optical potential (A,B,C and 
D). The results for the superheavy nuclei demonstrate that 
the R-matrix method yields consistent values using the 
single folding potential with a variety of nuclear 
densities. The only variable in the calculation is the 
potential scaling factor g which is determined by the 
oscillator rule. It is interesting to note that the value 
for the spectroscopic factor for 210Po is significantly less 
than that for 212Po. This can be explained by the fact that 
in the case of 210Po the neutron shell is being broken by 
the emmission of the alpha particle. Therefore the 
effective preformation of an alpha cluster in the nucleus 
will be reduced.
The half-lives for the proposed superheavy nuclei 
are given in Tables II and III. Table II displays the 
different values for the half life using potentials A, B, C
and R. Clearly potentials A, B and C give similar results. 
The Rost potential causes the half life to decrease by one 
order of magnitude compared to that of potential A. Table 
III displays the half lives for all the superheavy nuclei 
under investigation except 3 A 2 114. Along with the R-matrix 
results values from the two semi-empirical formulae given in 
Section 4.1 are shown as is the value derived using the 
Gamow formula (FI72). Since we cannot deduce the 
spectroscopic factors for the superheavy nuclei the widths 
calculated constitute a\ lower limit on the halflife in each 
case. If we consider the spectroscopic factors obtained 
from the calculations for the Po isotopes then one can 
possibly infer that the actual half lives for the superheavy 
nuclei might be greater by one to two orders of magnitude.
In these calculations it is assumed that exchange 
effects are included through the imposition of the
oscillator rule and consequently the scaling of the 
potential. However the high degeneracy of the oscillator 
model results in the node number for the lowest allowable 
s-state remaining constant over a large range of nuclei. In 
fact it changes by one unit as the neutron shell is closed 
at N=126 and does not change again until N=228. The
calculation of the width is not particularly sensitive to an 
small increase in node number. This is because one effect 
will be to reduce the scaling of the potential thus making 
it deeper. This in turn will cause the inner turning point 
to be pushed out slightly thus decreasing the amplitude of 
the function u(r) in the interior by a small amount. The
extra node in <j(r) will however increase the value of the
integral in e q . (4.16). Therefore these two effects will
tend to offset each other and to leave the value of the one 
body width largely unchanged.
Fig. 3 illustrates the two wavefunctions which are matched 
to a standard irregular Coulomb function G0 (kr) beyond the 
effects of the nuclear potential. These wavefunctions 
describe the relative motion of the 29o 110+a system with 
T«=5.4 Mev. in potentials A and R. It can clearly be seen 
that the Rost potential produces a wavefunction with a
significantly lower amplitude in the interior - in fact 
about one third as much as that produced by potential A. 
This is a direct consequence of the Coulomb barrier in the 
Rost potential being lowered and the inner turning point
being pushed out compared to that of potential A.
Since the Q-value for the decay of the 342 114
nucleus is not known a linear relation between logi0 T* and 
Q"172 has been extracted from the results to produce a 
formula of the same form as (4.2). The linear relation is:
log10T* = 187.06 Q" 17 2 - 61.01 (4.20)
This is to be compared with that from (4.2) for Z=114 which 
is:
log10T* = 1 9 1 . 9 3  Q“ 17 2 - 61.42 (4.21)
4.7 Discussion
The R-matrix expression for the decay widths applied 
to the Polonium isotopes has produced very satisfactory 
values for the spectroscopic factors. The spectroscopic
factor for the 212Po nucleus agrees well with that 
calculated from the shell model when exchange is explicitly 
accounted for. The discrepancy which is roughly an order of 
magnitude arises principally because in the R-matrix 
calculation the effects due to exchange were ignored. It is 
important to note that the semi-empirical formula of Viola 
and Seaborg (4.2) reproduces the values of the half-lives of 
the Po isotopes very well except for 210Po because of the 
need to break a closed neutron shell.
The fact that the linear relation between logioT* 
and Q'172 for the 3 A 2 114 nucleus is very close indeed to 
that of Viola and Seaborg suggests that the semi-empirical 
formula does extrapolate satisfactorily to the superheavy 
nuclei. It can be argued that the variation of logi0 T* with 
Q-172 cannot be compared with the semi-empirical formula 
since we are considering the same nucleus here for a range 
of possible Q-values. However, the difference in the a- 
nucleus potential for the 114 isotopes is not expected to 
have a particularly pronounced effect if the same folding 
parameters are used and if the neutron number does not vary 
too greatly. If the linear relation extracted from the 
results of 342114 is applied to the 298114 nucleus then it 
predicts a half-life which is too small by one order of 
magnitude, however we are considering a difference of 
neutron number of 44 in this case. It would seem that the 
Viola and Seaborg formula might indicate approximate values 
for spectroscopic factors. However, such values should be 
viewed with caution because the expression does not take the 
effects of shell closure into consideration. In the 
superheavy region the shell closure or magicity of nuclei is
not clear and tends to depend on the a-nucleus potential 
used to calculate the single particle levels. The 
spectroscopic factors for 2 9 A 110 and 2 9 8 1 1 4 yielded by this
method are 0.21 and 0.32 respectively for potential A and
0.021 and 0.033 respectively for the Rost potential. The 
spectroscopic factor extracted for 302118 would be greater 
than unity which is unacceptable.
The uncertainty in the Q-value places the most 
serious restriction on the reliability of the results for 
the half-lives. In order to investigate the sensitivity of 
the half-life to the Q-value the semi-empirical formula
(4.2) is used. This produces the expression:
A (logi o T* ) = -J.A AQ_ (4.22)
2 Q3 ' 2
Thus, for example, in the case where Z = 114 and Q-5-10 Mev. 
and the error in Q is taken to be +1 Mev. (FI72) then in the 
worst case (Q=5 Mev.) the error is a factor of between 8 and 
9 orders of magnitude and for Q=10 Mev. this factor is 
reduced to 3 orders if magnitude. Clearly with this degree 
of uncertainty in Q the variation of a factor of one order 
of magnitude due to the choice of a-nucleus potential 
becomes quite small by comparison.
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TABLE I.
Nucleus
2 i o p0 
2 1 2 p 0
2 i a p 0 
2 1 6 p0
T« (MeV)
5.30
8.80
7.70
6.81
Principal 
quantum no
11
12
12
12
r« >< P
3 . 82x10" 2 9 
1. 52x10" 1 5 
2 . 85x1 O' 1 8 
2 . 89x10" 2 1
r  c a 1 c
1 .22xl0“27 
1.31x10-^ 
1 . 01x10“17
1. 05x10“ 2 0
TABLE II.
Decaying T«(MeV) N 
nucleus
2 9 A 110 5.4
298114 6.9
A B
All lifetimes are given in seconds and widths in Mev.
R
12 4 . 92x1017 5 . 57x101 7 6 . 01xl01 7 4.95xl018
12 4 . 22x101 0 4 . 75x10* 0 5. 12xl01 0 4 . 42xl09
TABLE III.
Method
of
Half life
Calculation 2 9 * 110 
(y)
2 9 8 1 1 4
(y)
3 0 2 H 8
(sec)
R-matrix - potential A 1 . 6x101 0 1. 3x103 3.1x10“2
R-matrix - potential R 1 .6xl09 1. 4x102
Gamow formula (FI72) 2. 5x109 7. 9x102 6 , 0x10“ 2
Semi-empirical formula C 2 ) 7 . 5x101 0 4. 2x103 1.9x10“ 2
Semi-empirical formula (1 ) 5. 4x108 7. 0x 101 2 . 5x10“ 3
TABLE IV.
Nucleus Spectroscopi c factor
R-matrix Harada and Rauscher
A B C D
2 10po 3 .1 xl0"2 1 .lxlO3 5 . 8x10" 2 1 . 6x10" 3 l.OxlO1
212p0 1 .2x 10“ 1 1 .lxlO1 4 . 6x10"1 3 . lxl 0"1 1 . 5x103
2 1 * Po 2 . 8x10" 1
Table V.
Nucleus Lowest four-nucleon 2CN-1)+L Lowest
configuration s-state
2 10po (1 h<? / 2 )"■ (2pt / 5 )2 20 11
2 1 2 po (lh9 / 2 )2 ( 2g9 / 2 )2 22 12
2 9 A 110 ( 2f7 i 2 )2 ( 4Si / a )2 22 12
2 9 8 1 1 4 ( 2 f 7 / 2 )2 (4Si/2 )2 22 12
302 118 ( 2 f 3 / 2 )2 ( 4Si / 2 )2 22 12
3 A 2 114 (2f7 / 2 )2 (2ht i 2 )2 24 13
-  -
FIGURE  CAPTIO NS
(Chapter 4)
Figure 1 Neutron energy levels in the residual nucleus 290108
calculated using various single-particle potentials.
Figure 2 Neutron density and resulting a-nucleus potential
for 2 9 8 108+cf calculated using:
i) ( ____ ) the single particle potential A
ii) ( ---  ) the single particle potential R
Figure 3 Wavefunction matched to G0 (kr) in the tail
region generated by:
i) ( ____ ) the single particle potential A
ii) ( ---  ) the single particle potential R
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CHAPTER 5 
EXAMINATION OF EXCHANGE EFFECTS 
5 .1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider the effects of 
antisymmetrisation on the decay width for the 212Po -> 208Pb 
+ a system. Therefore instead of solving the local 
Schrodinger equation without any consideration of exchange 
as in Chapter 3 we solve the Orthogonality Condition Model 
as reinterpreted by Buck et al.(BU77). For the most part we 
follow the work of Rhoades-Brown (RH77) but with significant 
differences in the form of the final OCM equation.
There are two main differences between the work 
presented here and that carried out by Rhoades-Brown. The 
first is that in his work he solves the following equation:
(l-K)Hu = Eu (5.1)
where H = T+VC +UN . The quantities Vc and UN are the Coulomb 
and nuclear potentials respectively.
In fact, working through the reformulation of the OCM 
(BU77) we obtain the following equation:
(l-KMH-E)u = 0 (5.2)
This is described in the next section. The effect which is 
produced by using (5.1) is similar to the Perey effect 
(PE62) which occurs when the one-body Schrodinger equation 
is solved using a non-local potential of the form:
V(r,r') = V(r) . exp(-/i(r-r' )2 ) (5.3)
The exchange kernel contains a similar exponential term and 
thus produces a comparable effect. The presence of this 
non-locality in the potential causes damping in the interior 
region of the wavefunction. Because of the normalisation 
condition on the bound state this damping causes an 
enhancement of the wavefunction in the surface and outer 
region. This effect is present in solutions to the RGM 
equation for complex systems using a suitable n-n 
interaction (T077). However such effects are generally
absent in solutions to the OCH. The second difference
between this work and that in ref.(JA77) is that in the 
latter the number of nodes in the final wavefunction exceeds 
that defined by the oscillator rule. We consider that the 
oscillator rule must be adhered to for reasons of nuclear 
structure since the shell model which acts as a starting
point includes exchange effects. An obvious effect of an 
excessive number of nodes is that the final peak of the 
wavefunction will be further out than it should be. Thus 
the effect of the displacement of the final peak is largely 
a result of dropping the constraint of the oscillator rule.
The main problem with the oscillator model is the 
incorrect form of the wave tails in the surface and 
asymptotic regions. The technique used here avoids the 
problem of incorrect wave tails by solving the OCM equation 
in a basis of Weinberg states. These states have the same
tails of the correct form in the asymptotic region.
5.2 Implementation of the OCM equation
The main aim of this chapter is to investigate the
role of the 'almost redundant states' which have At-1 where 
Ai is the ith eigenvalue of the kernel K. In the simple 
oscillator model where the length parameter of the states 
describing each cluster is the same a certain number of the 
lowest eigenstates have eigenvalues equal to unity. These 
states are those defined as forbidden by the oscillator 
rule. If the length parameters are allowed to differ then 
there are no totally redundant states. Thus totally 
redundant states are a feature of the simple oscillator 
model. In cases where realistic densities are used to 
derive the kernels the role of the 'almost forbidden states' 
is even less clear. For the solution of the OCM to differ 
from those of the local Schrodinger equation excluding 
exchange effects we must treat a finite number of the lowest 
eigenstates of K as forbidden, otherwise the kernel A=(l-K) 
can be inverted. In this case the OCM reduces to the local 
Schrodinger equation but with a reinterpreted solution.
We work from eq.(28) of ref.(BU77):
/A"(T+V)/A |u > = EA | u> (5.3)
operating from the left on both sides with /A and defining 
|u'-> = /A"| u> gives:
A (T+V) |u'> = EA|u'> (5.4)
Expanding A in terms of its eigenstates we get:
A = IztXl-Xi )<*» | (5.5)
where X1 are the eigenvalues of the K and all with labels 
less than ic are assumed to have eigenvalue 1 .
Attempting a solution to e q .(5.4) in the subspace
spanned by those eigenstates | > with non-zero eigenvalues 
we write:
|u'> = [ aj \Xi > (5.6)
since solutions of this form will be orthogonal to the 
'forbidden states'. Inserting eqs.(5.5) and (5.6) into
(5.4) we obtain:
I <Xi I T+V | *k >ak = aj E ( j = ic +1, . . , «>) (5.7)
k
The eigenstate of < * j  | T  + V U >  with the correct eigenvalue E 
which gives the correct number of nodes in eq.(5.6) is the 
solution we require.
5 . 3 The calculation
For ease of calculation we consider only the single
particle exchange between the lead nucleus and the cc~ 
particle. The form of the non-local kernel in this 
approximation is simpler than that of the full kernel and 
simpler to calculate. We therefore work on the assumption 
that the eigenstates of the one particle exchange kernel 
closely resemble those of the full kernel even though the 
eigenvalues do not. This kernel K(r,r') is initially 
discretised in terms of a set of orthogonalised Weinberg 
states. These are states with the same energy eigenvalue 
which are generated in a set of potentials which differ by a 
constant factor. In this work they were generated using the 
equation:
CT + c,U +VC 1 |*t > = E|0t > (5.8)
where Ci is the constant factor scaling the nuclear 
potential to produce a bound state with i nodes. The 
potential U is that used for the 20flPb+a system described in 
Chapter 4 and Vc is the Coulomb potential. These states 
have the following orthogonality relation:
Ni .<*i | U \<f>i > = 84 j (5.9)
where N* is a normalisation constant. For convenience the 
states were orthonormalised using the Gramm-Schmidt method. 
This new set of states 1 > exhibit the more familiar 
orthogonality relation:
<4>i' |*/> = &i , (5.10)
Once discretised using 1 > the kernel was then diagonalised 
using standard computer library routines to give the 
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. We now have a basis | > of 
eigenstates of K. To exclude the 'forbidden states' we 
truncate this basis removing a given number of eigenstates 
with the lowest eigenvalues. Thus the Hamiltonian matrix 
( T + V ) i j  is constructed in this basis. When the oscillator 
model is used to describe the a-particle, daughter and
relative motion using the same length parameter v for each 
the operator (1-K) projects out the forbidden states. The 
the first non-zero eigenvalue in this case is that of the 
lowest eigenstate allowed by the oscillator rule. If the 
length parameter is different in any or all of the three 
components of the full wavefunction for the parent in 
cluster terms then none of the eigenvalues of (1-K) is 
exactly zero. In this case (1-K) can be inverted and the 
equation (5.4) reduces to the local Schrodinger equation
which was solved in Ch. 4. We assume that a number of the 
lowest eigenvalues Xt are effectively zero which results in 
a solution to (5.4) differing from that of the local 
Schrodinger equation.
In the case of the full kernel the eigenvalues give an 
indication of which states are almost forbidden and thus 
those which can be excluded from the basis. In this way we 
are effectively solving (5.4) in a truncation of the space 
spanned by the eigenstates of (1-K), namely IXi> (i>ic ). 
Since only the one-particle exchange kernel was used to 
approximate K its eigenvalue spectrum does not give a 
reliable indication of which states to exclude. Therefore 
it is necessary to observe the effect that increasing the 
number of Xi which are treated as zero has on the final 
relative wavefunction |u'>. By this method we hope to 
investigate the effect of the OCM. The Hamiltonian matrix 
was then diagonalised to give the eigenvalue for the state 
with the correct number of nodes defined by the oscillator
rule. The depth of the potential was then decreased by 20%
and the diagonalisation procedure repeated. The energy 
eigenvalue was also noted, and using that from the original 
diagonalisation of (T+Vhj a linear interpolation procedure 
was used to give an approximation to the correct potential 
depth to yield the experimental value for the binding
energy. This technique produced swift convergence. The 
eigenstate corresponding to the depth of the converged 
solution of the interpolation procedure is our desired
solution. Since the original basis for the method was that 
of orthogonal Weinberg states the final solution of the OCM 
equation will have the correct tail in the asymptotic region
~ -LUO —
which will be the same as that calculated in Ch.4 for the 
206Pb+a system.
5 . 4 The results
The results show that peculiar effects occur if any 
more than the lowest one or two eigenvectors of the kernel K 
are excluded from the basis. Figures 1,2,3,4 and 5 show a 
series of solutions to (5.7) with ic =0,2,4,6 and 8 
respectively. The main effects seem to occur in the surface 
region of the wavefunction and not in the interior where we 
would expect correct exchange effects to manifest 
themselves. The histograms in figures 1,2,3,4 and 5 
indicate the amplitudes ai in (5.6). The amplitude ai of 
the states with large node numbers is small indicating that 
the contribution from these states to the wavefunction is 
small as we expect. However, we would also expect that the 
absolute value of these amplitudes would peak about N=12 
the node number defined by the oscillator rule. This is not 
the case and the behaviour of ai for N=3 to N=18 seems quite 
random.
The step length used to construct K(r,r') was 0.05 
fm. and a basis of 30 orthonormalised Weinberg states was 
used to discretise it. The basis was increased to 40 states 
in one case but no noticeable improvement was detected in 
the final solution.
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CAPTIONS (Chapter 5)
1 Solution to the OCM u'(r) with no eigenstates 
of K projected out.
2 Solution to the OCM u'(r) with eigenstates
of K with N=l,2 projected out.
3 Solution to the OCM u'(r) with eigenstates
of K with N=l,2,3,4 projected out.
4 Solution to the OCM u'(r) with eigenstates
of K with N = l ,..,6 projected out.
5 Solution to the OCM u'(r) with eigenstates
of K with N=l,..,8 projected out.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter the main results and conclusions 
presented at the end of previous chapters are drawn together 
to give overall conclusions together with suggestions for 
possible extensions of the work presented.
In Chapter 2 an optical model analysis of 
12C(a,a)12C elastic scattering was carried out for energies 
in the range 41 to 172 Mev using a WS2 form factor in the 
real part and a standard WS form in the imaginary part. A 
linear dependence of the potential strengths on the energy 
of the incident a was derived which followed closely that of 
Johnson and Jackson. The shape parameters for both the real 
and imaginary parts were kept constant over the whole energy 
range. Attempts to fit the WS2 form to 12C(a,oc)12C cross 
sections in the range 22 to 31 Mev using a surface imaginary 
part produced worse results than the original WS analyses of 
England et a l .. Fits to data for 160(a,a )i6 0 and 
20Ne(a,c020Ne with incident a energy of 104 Mev using the 
WS2 potential were very encouraging. It would be very 
useful to continue analyses on data these two systems for a 
range of energies.
In Chapter 3 the cross sections for the 
1 6 0(cc, 2a)12 Cg s at 90 and 140 Mev were calculated using the 
WS2 potentials derived in Chapter 2. The cross sections 
differed little from those calculated by Chant et al. and 
the extracted spectroscopic factor was too small by a factor 
of 78. The use of a shallow WS potential to generate the
distorted waves did not resolve the problem very
convincingly because the profile of the cross section did 
not fit the data well. Resolving the problem of distortion 
is essential before any satisfactory conclusions can be made 
concerning the overlap integral. It may be necessary to 
consider the problem within the framework of the RGM to 
determine the behaviour of the distorted waves in the
nuclear surface. Only when this problem has been solved 
will it be reasonable to form any conclusions concerning the 
overlap integral and the off-shell a-a t-matrix. It was
shown that the inclusion of a repulsive hard core in the a-N 
bound state potential produced an increase in the magnitude 
of the cross-section about the maximum without producing any 
significant alteration in the shape.
In Chapter 4 the problem of the dependence of the 
penetrability on the channel radius was shown not to be a
problem with the R-matrix technique for calculating absolute 
decay widths of narrow resonances. The problem arises when 
physical interpretations are placed on the two basic
constituents of the expression for T namely the reduced
width r and the penetrability. The values of the width
obtained for the Polonium isotopes were in good agreement
with those calculated by other authors using perturbation 
techniques. The extracted spectroscopic factor for 2 1 2 Po is 
in reasonable agreement with the value derived from shell
model calculations and the discrepancy can be probably
/
accounted for by the fact that exchange effects have not 
been included in the R-matrix calculation explicitly. This 
point requires verification. The results for the superheavy
nuclei have shown that the variation in the width due to the 
choice of the density used in the folding potential is not 
very significant compared to that due to the uncertainty in 
the Q-value. It appears that the semi-empirical formula of 
Viola and Seaborg does extrapolate satisfactorily to the 
superheavy nuclei.
In Chapter 5 the Orthogonality Condition Model was 
applied to the a-2 0 8 Pb system. Despite the fact that the 
one-particle exchange is the major contributor to the full 
norm kernel K(r,r') it was found that the eigenstates of 
one-particle exchange kernel did not approximate 
sufficiently closely to those of the full kernel. It was 
found that progressively projecting out the low node 
eigenstates ('almost forbidden states') did not produce 
physically meaningful effects. This fact may cast doubt on 
calculations where only the one-particle exchange term has 
been considered in the treatment of antisymmetrisation 
(MA78). Clearly more detailed analyses on the relation of 
the one-particle exchange kernel to the full kernel for the 
a-208Pb system is required and in particular the behaviour 
of their eigenstates.
Kinematics of the knock-out reaction
In the knockout reaction an incident particle 
composed of a nucleons collides with the target of mass 
number A knocking out a particle consisting of b nucleons 
through a direct reaction process producing a three-body 
system in. the final state. We denote the initial momentum 
of the incident particle in this coordinate system by p0 
with the bound particle and the core having momenta Pi and 
PB respectively. Assuming the target is at rest in the lab. 
system it follows that:
Pi = -Pb (Al)
In the final state the particles a and b and the recoiling 
core of B=A-b nucleons have momenta q0 , q* and QB
respectively. Fig.(Al) illustrates the coordinates and 
momenta of the particles in the final state of the system. 
Since momenta must be conserved in the initial and final 
states we have:
Po = q0 + q* +Qb (A 2 )
and
Po2 = q02 + qi2 + 2E, mn + QB 2 (A3)
fi2
which gives in the case where a=b:
A_qi 2 + 2qi(qo cos0i2 - 2p0 cos02 ) + A_q0 2 - (A-2a)p0 2 
~a a . a
+ 2(A-a)m„ Et - 2q0 Po cos0t = 0 (A4)
R2
where 9i 2 = 9t + 92 .
This expression is considerably simplified if the 
geometry is set so that 91 = 92 = 9  and q0 = qi =q. In this
case we have:
q2 ( 2 (A-a) + 4cos2 9 ) - 4qp0 cosfl - p0 2 ((A-a)-l) 
a a
+ 2 (A-a)mn = 0  CA5)
R2
For the distorted wave calculations we need to work 
in relative coordinates. For the initial state we use the 
relative coordinate and momentum r0a , k0A . In the final 
state we have chosen to work in either the symmetric 
coordinate system or in the di-particle system. In the 
first case the relative coordinates are r0 c , rt c and R A «■ * 
and the momenta are k0c , ktc and KA ♦« respectively. In the 
di-particle coordinate system the relative coordinates are 
given by r01 , rB c and RA ♦ • and momenta by k01 , kB c and
KA*a respectively. Where rBc and kBc represent the relative 
coordinate and momentum of the core and the centre of mass 
of the di-particle.
Coordinate Transformations
In order to calculate the conjugate momenta for a 
particular choice of coordinate system we use the invariance 
of the action function. If we denote the coordinates in the 
lab. system of the particles of the final state by r0 , 
and Rc and the new coordinates by x0 , xt and x2 obtained 
from the transformation :
Cx] = [a][r] (A6)
Then the the invariance of the action function gives :
[q]T [r] = [k]T Cx] (A?)
thus
Cq]T = Ck]T [a] or [q]T [a]- 1 = [k]T (A8)
Therefore in the initial state for both coordinate systems we 
have :
[x]T = (r0 * ,rt c ' , R a ♦ • )
[a] = 0
a
a+b+B
-b
b+B
1
b
a+b+B
-B
b+B
-1
B
a+b+B (A9)
[a]"1 =
b+B
a+b+B
-a
a+b+B
-a
a+b+B
B
b+B
-b
b+B (A10)
In the final state for the coordinate systems we
1) Symmetric coordinate system 
[x]T = (r0 c ,rt c ,Ra ♦, )
[a] =
1
0
a
a+b+B
0
1
b
a+b+B
-1
-1
B
a+b+B
[a]‘
b+B
a+b+B
_^a__
a+b+B
-a
a+b+B
-b
a+b+B
a+B
a+b+B
-b
a+b+B
2) Di-alpha coordinate system 
[x]T = (r0 1 ,rB c ,R* ♦ • )
[a] =
1
a
a+b
a
a+b+B
-1
b
a+b
b
a+b+B
0
-1
B
a+b+B
Ca]’
B
a+b
-a
a+b
0
a+b+B
B
a+b+B
■(a+b)
a+b+B
have :
(All)
(A12)
(A13)
(A14)
From these matrices we obtain the following relations:
k0 d = A po - a(Pi +PB ) = A Po 
A+a A+a A+a
C A 15 )
koc = A q0 - a (qt +Q0 ) = q0 - a p0 
A+a A+a A+a
(A16)
klc = (a+B)qi - b (q0 +QB ) 
A+a A+a
= qi b po 
A+a
(A17)
k01 = 1 (bq0 - aqi )
a+b
(A18)
118 c = 5 (Qo -qi ) - (a+b) QB = q0 +qt - (a+b) p0 (A 19 )
A+a A+a A+a
Using the relation for the kinetic energy operator for the
total system:
T = I (2m„ )-» .[p]T .Cm'1 ] . Cp]
= I(2m„ )"1 . Cq]T . Ca] . C m " 1 ] . C a ] T .Cq] (A20)
where Cm"1 ] is given by:
I a-1 
I
Cm-1 ] = ! 0
I
I 0
0
b-1
0 I-1
Thus we obtain for the initial state
T = __L C (a+A)p§ A + A _ P ? b + 1 P| t. a ] 
2m„ aA bB A+a
(A21)
(A22)
and for the final state using the symmetric coordinate 
system we obtain:
T = JL t (a+B)qI c + (b+B)q? c + _2qo c .qic + 1 QI ♦ a ]
2m„ aB bB B A+a
(A23)
and using the di-alpha coordinates we get:
T = _L. C(a+b)qgi + (A+a)qjc + 1 Q2 ♦ a 3 (A24)
2m„ ab (a+b)B A+a
It is important to note that since [a].Cm"1 ].[a]T is
diagonal when using the transformation to di-alpha
coordinates there is no coupling term in the kinetic energy
operator expressed in these coordinates. This means that in
the plane wave limit the coupling effects will disappear in
the di-alpha system but not in the symmetric coordinate
system. The coupling in the di-alpha system appears in the
expansion for the optical potential describing the
interaction between the di-alpha particle and the core.
This interaction is expressed as a sumation of terms
involving the optical potential for the a-core interaction.
Taken to the lowest order it is simply double the a-core
optical potential at the energy (2m„ )“1 Ak0c /(A-a)a. The
coupling effects in the symmetric coordinate system can be
reasonably neglected because of the 2B‘1 factor which for
the targets considered here is small compared with
(a+B)/(aB) in eq.(A23).
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Repulsive core potentials for alpha-nucleus overlap integrals 
in nuclear reactions
E.J. Wolstenholme and Daphne F. Jackson 
Department of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
In alpha knockout and transfer reactions the overlap integrals are 
approximated by bound state wavefunctions generated in an alpha-nucleus 
potential. This potential is usually taken to be of Saxon-Koods shape.
shape to the potential constructed by folding an alpha-nucleon interaction 
with the nuclear densities. They found that the value of Rq obtained by 
this procedure for light nuclei gave spectroscopic factors at least two
substantial increase in RQ was required to bring the experimental and 
theoretical spectroscopic factors into agreement.
In the case of alpha knockout it has been shown that only the tail 
of the bound state wavcfunction contributes significantly to the cross- 
section of the reaction. We have therefore used a repulsive hard coare 
in the alpha-nucleus potential to enhance the wavcfunction in the tail 
region. A qualitative justification is given in terms of the Pauli 
principle.
1) N.S. Chant, P.G. Roos and C.W. Wang, Phys. Rev. 0 7 .  8-10 (1978)
2) D. Kurath, Phys. REv. C7, 1390-139S (1973)
Chant et a l ^  obtained potential parameters by fitting a Saxon-Woods
orders of magnitude greater than the shell model predictions^. A
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Abstract: The lifetimes of some superheavy nuclei are calculated using a method based on the unified 
theory of nuclear reactions which eliminates the use of arbitrary radii and ambiguous potentials. The 
results are compared with calculations using Gamow theory and also values calculated from semi- 
empirical formulae.
1. Introduction
Many calculations of a-decay lifetimes for superheavy nuclei have been based on 
semi-empirical formulae which relate the half-life 71 to the g-value and atomic 
num berZ  of thedecaying nucleus. M ost commonly used are the formula ofTaagepera 
and Nurmia *)
log10T ,(y)=  1.61[(Z — 2)Qfi-(Z — 2)*] — 28.9, (1)
or that of Viola and Seaborg 2)
logioTl(sec) =  AZQ;*+BZ, (2)
Az =  2.11329 Z - 48.9879, Bz =  -0.390040 Z - 16.9543.
These formulae have been derived by fitting experimental data but we do not yet 
know how well they extrapolate to superheavy nuclei.
Fiset and Nix 3) have used Gamow’s simple theory for penetration through the 
barrier with the a-nucleus potential in the form of a square well while High et al. 4) 
have added a finite repulsive core in the a-nucleus interaction. In both calculations 
the radius parameters were related to known information on nuclear sizes but the 
shape and strength of the potential is arbitrary.
We have recently developed 5~7) an approach to the calculation of a-decay rates 
which eliminates many of the ambiguities and uncertainties present in the earlier 
methods, and have now applied this method to the decay of superheavy nuclei. Some 
preliminary results from this work have already been reported 8).
l
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2. Formalism
2.1. EXPRESSION FO R THE W IDTH
The prediction of absolute decay rates has two aspects. The nuclear structure part 
of the problem is concerned with the extent to which the a-particle is preformed in 
the nucleus; this is measured by the spectroscopic factor Sa which can be expressed 
as the ratio of the experimentally observed width T to the one-body width Tc b , i.e.
r = Saro_ b, r = 0.693 h/T±, (3)
where 7T is the decay half-life. The nuclear reaction part of the problem is concerned 
with the escape of the a-particle through the barrier.
The unified reaction theory of Feshbach 9) and MacDonald 10) has recently been 
applied to a-decay by Jackson and Rhoades-Brown 5) and also by Tobocman n ). 
This method avoids the use of arbitrary radii and ambiguous phenomenological 
potentials. It gives a first order expression for the width of the form 5)
F  =  2n j d/j(£)|< 'f'|H -K |iA  + >|2, (4)
where p(E) is the density of final states and
H  = H a + H A + TR + Vc+ VaA, (5)
K = H a + H A + TR+ U R. (6)
Here H a, H A are the Hamiltonians for the internal behaviour of the a-particle and 
the residual nucleus, TR is the kinetic energy operator for the motion of the a-particle 
relative to the residual nucleus, Vc is the Coulomb potential, VaA represents the total 
nuclear interaction between the nucleons in the a-particle and those in the residual 
nucleus, and UR is a real potential chosen so that the initial state is a bound state.
The initial state ¥  is an eigenstate of the unperturbed Hamiltonian K. We adopt a 
cluster representation for this state and write the initial wave function in the form
^ 0)
where the motion of the a-particle relative to the core is described by the bound state 
function % which corresponds to angular momentum L and a specified principal 
quantumsnumber N. This function is generated in the potential
U(R)= R i r b
. W „ ) ,  R > '
where rb is the barrier radius and g is a parameter which is varied to give a bound 
state with the required number of nodes. The binding energy of the a-particle in this
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potential is defined to be
£„ =  Ta- U R(rb) - fc 2L(L +  l) /2 ,u 2. (9)
The nuclear potential t/N is given by
= < ^ a\Ka\ ^ a> = (10)'
where Van is the nucleon-alpha interaction.
The wave function for the final state is taken to be
</> + = an
where is a non-resonant scattering state generated in the potential
U{R) =  j17^ ’ R  ~  rb (12)
\ u n(R)+Vc(R), R  >  rh,
which has the correct behaviour beyond rh.
The bound state wave function can be expanded in the form
^ M (R) =  R-'uNL(R)Y?(ti), (13)
and the scattering state can be written in a partial wave expansion with radial part
u^ R). Hence the one-body width for a 0+ -» 0+ transition with L =  / =  0 reduces
t o 5)
I ’ o.b. =  2n u0(R)[Uti(R)+ VC(R)~ UR(rb)]uN0(K)dK (14)
and the spectroscopic factor is Sa =  |C0|2. This is the simplest case but the formalism 
can take full account of excitation of the initial state and the final state.
2.2. THE ALPHA-NUCLEUS POTENTIAL
The potential t/N has been calculated by a single folding model
Un(R) = A Pm( r ) V J \ R - r \ ) d * r , (15)
where pm(r) is the nuclear m atter distribution of the residual nucleus. For the nucleon- 
alpha interaction we use a Gaussian form
- T 0 e x p ( - K 2|R - r |2), (16)
with the parameters V0 =  43 MeV, K  =  0.526 fm -1 which yield reasonable agree­
ment with low energy nucleon scattering from 4He and good agreement with a- 
particle scattering from medium mass and heavy n u cle i12).
4 D. F. JACKSON et al.
2.3. THE OSCILLATOR RULE
The quantum numbers NL  of the bound state ya are deduced in the unantisym­
metrized theory from the oscillator rule
where nh /; are the quantum numbers for the two protons and two neutrons in the 
least bound single-particle states in the initial nucleus. The principal quantum 
number N  for the lowest relative s-state in a range of heavy and superheavy nuclei is 
given in table 1. It changes by one unit as the neutron shell is closed at a neutron 
number of 126 and does not change again until a neutron number of 228 is reached. 
This is due to the high degeneracy of the oscillator model and raises doubts about 
the adequacy of the oscillator rule as an approximate means of taking the exclusion 
principle into account. This problem has been discussed elsewhere 13.’14).
We have carried out one calculation 7) with full antisymmetrization in the OCM 
model for the a-decay of 212Po to 208Pb. This showed that the effect of antisym­
metrization is to include many semi-redundant states which combine to suppress the 
interior region and shift the last maximum of the bound state wave function further 
out by 0.5 fm. This increases the value of the one-body width for the decay studied 
by a factor of 7.
2.4. TH E ENERGY-LIFETIM E RELATION
By approximating the bound state and scattering wave functions we have ob­
tained 6) a simple analytic expression relating the half-life 77 to the atomic number 
Z R the residual nucleus and the kinetic energy Ta fo the emitted a-particle. For 
L =  0 this expression can be written as
where rh is the barrier radius and ft is the reduced mass of the a-particle. [These 
formulae contain corrections on the formulae previously published 6) ; the most
that the observed values of the half-lives of the even polonium isotopes obey very
4
(17)
i = 1
loge71 x  F{ZR, Ta),
F(ZR, TJ = A(Zr, TJ + loge B(Zr, Ta), 
A(Zr, TJ = CM/Ul-C.TJZ^, 
B(ZR,Ta) = C3ZR\l-C2TJZRy\
(18)
(19)
(20) 
(21)
(22)
important change is a factor of 2 in the constant Cx.] It has already been shown 6)
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T able  1
Application o f the oscillator rule
Nucleus Lowest four-nucleon config. 2 ( N - l )  + L Lowest s-state
210po ( lh 9,2)2(2p ,,2)2 20 11
212Po ( lh 9,2)2(2g9,2)2 22 12
294110 (2f7)2)2(4s1(2)2 22 12
298114 (2f7/2)2(4s1/2)2 22 12
3021 18 (2f5;2)2(4Sl,2)2 22 12
342114 (2f7/2)2(2h11/2)2 24 13
accurately the formula
log 1071 =  «F(ZR,Ta) +  fc. (23)
These formulae can also be used to determine the effect of a small uncertainty in 
the g-value and hence in Ta. We let Ta -»• Ta + A T  and, by neglecting terms of order 
(A Ta)2 and higher, find the expressions
A(Zr, T, + ATJ = A(ZRt tj |l- ^  ' (24)
B(ZR, t,+a rj = b(zr, tjU + a z  • (25)
Hence if the coefficient a in eq. (23) is determined by fitting a straight line to experi­
mental or calculated values of log10 71 we may determine the change in this quantity 
for a small change in Ta.
3. Calculations for superheavy nuclei
3.1. CHOICE OF NUCLEI
At present there seems to be some consensus 3> 15,16) that the elements with 
neutron number 184 and atomic number 110 or 114 are most likely to be observed. 
These nuclei are expected to be spherical. We have therefore chosen to study the 
a-decay of the 184 isotones 2 94110,2 9 8114 and 3 02118. These nuclei have been studied 
in detail by Fiset and Nix 3) from whose work we take the 0-values for the decaying 
nuclei and the separation energies for the residual nuclei which are listed in tables 2 
and 3. The ordering of the single-particle states in a spherical potential has been 
studied by several authors 17_2°).
We have also studied the nucleus 342114 in which the next neutron shell is closed. 
This nucleus has been studied in the spherical Hartree-Fock theory by Vautherin
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T a b l e 2
The Q-values and single-particle states for the decaying nuclei
A
Neutron
number
Last
neutron
state
Atomic
number
Z
Last
proton
state
,Q.
(MeV)
Ta
(MeV)
294 184 4s 1/2 110 2f7|,2 5.5 5.4
298 184 4s 1/2 114 2f7,2 7.0 6.9
302 184 4s1/2 118 2f5/2 10.7 10.6
342 228 2hi 1/2 114 2f7/2
et al. 18) and we have estimated the separation energies of the residual nuclei from 
their work. They suggest that this nucleus should be stable against a-decay; we have 
therefore used various arbitrary values of the g-value to test the sensitivity of the 
calculation to this parameter.
T able  3
Separation energies and single-particle states for the residual nuclei
4 r
Neutron
number
Last
neutron
state
sn
(MeV)
Atomic
number
Z R
Last
proton
state (MeV)
290 182 3d3,2 5.7 108 2f7/2 7.4
294 182 3d3/2 6.2 112 2f7/2 6.2
298 182 3d 3,2 6.9 116 2f5/2 3.5
338 226 2hn,/2 3.0 112 2f7/2 11.0
3.2. CHOICE O F SINGLE-PARTICLE POTENTIALS
We have assumed that the superheavy nuclei are, to a good approximation, 
spherical and have calculated the density distributions of the residual nuclei required 
for the construction of the a-nucleus potentials UN by generating single-particle wave 
functions in a spherically symmetric potential of Saxon-Woods form. The potential 
parameters used are given in table 4. Potential R is the Rost po ten tia l17). Potentials 
A -C  are of the Batty-Greenless form for the protons and the Zaidi-Darmodjo form 
for the neutrons [see ref. 21), table 8.5]. We regard potential A as our standard 
potential as it approximates to some extent to the folded Yukawa potential of 
Moller and Nix 22).
The potentials of Rost, Batty-Greenless and Zaidi-Darmodjo were originally 
derived from studies of 208Pb. Rost’s potential yields a very good fit to the level 
scheme both for particles and holes, except for deeply bound hole states. Both the 
Rost and B-G proton potentials yield proton distributions in good agreement with 
experimental data. Rost’s neutron potential yields a neutron distribution whose
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- T a ble  4
Parameters for the single-particle potentials
Potential
A B C D R
protons
a (fm) 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7
r o (fm) 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28
K , .  (MeV) 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 5.8
«s.o. (fm) 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7
rs.o. ( M 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.28 0.93
neutrons
a (fm) 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7
ro (fm) 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.35
K.o. (MeV) 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1
«s.o' (fm) 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7
rso (fm) 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.19 1.28
r.m.s. radius is «  0.5 fm greater than that for the protons, and this is inconsistent 
with all available experimental data 21,23). The Z-D neutron potential fits reaction 
data, gives a neutron r.m.s. radius approximately equal to that of the protons, 
gives a-reasonable description of the unfilled particle states except for the l i ^  
and the l j 15/2, but gives a poor description o f the hole states. Rost’s potential 
also gives a good description of the proton level schems in the actinide 
region 24). Thus, as long as we restrict our choice to local, energy-independent 
single-particle potentials we have to choose between a reliable prediction of the 
level scheme and an acceptable representation of the nuclear m atter distribution. 
Our aim in this work is to show whether the a-decay lifetime is sensitive to this 
choice.
It has been emphasised 24,25) that the behaviour of the spin-orbit potential is very 
important in predicting shell closure and that there are strong arguments for choosing 
rso < r0. In table 5 we compare results obtained with potentials A and D for A =  342. 
It is clear that the difference between the potentials is negligible in the cases considered 
and would be significant only for very short-lived states.
T able  5
Calculated one-body widths for 342114 338112 using different single-particle potentials
Potential A Potential D
barrier radius rb (fm) 11.7 _ 11.7
barrier height U(rb) (MeV) 26.0 25.8
r ob (MeV) for Ta = 6.0 MeV 4.13 x 10"37 '  4.13 x 10"37
Tob (MeV) for Ta =  9.0 MeV 2.77 x 10"23 2.82 x 10"23
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T a b l e  6
The r.m.s. radii of the m atter distributions calculated using different single-particle potentials and the 
differences between neutron and proton r.m.s. radii
Potential
=  290 Z R =  108 =  294 Z R =  112
<'-2>J,/2
(fm)
<r2y j 2- < r X ' 2
(fm)
<r2>J,/2
(fm)
<r2> - < r 2)* '2
(fm)
A 6.14 -0 .0 5 6.19 -0 .1 0
B 6.11 -0 .1 3 6.15 -0 .1 6
C 6.10 -0 .2 0 6.14 -0 .2 3
R 6.51 0.61 6.58 0.58
3.3. RESULTS FO R 184 ISOTONES
As expected, the distributions calculated using Rost’s potential have neutron 
r.m.s. radii substantially greater than the proton r.m.s. radii. Our standard potential 
A yields essentially equal r.m.s. radii while the other potentials yield a slight proton 
excess in the surface. The differences in r.m.s. radii and the r.m.s. radii of the matter 
distributions are given in table 6. These differences in the distributions lead to differ­
ent a-nucleus potentials, as shown in fig. 1. In table 7 we give the barrier radii and 
heights for the a-nucleus potentials and the positions Rmax of the last maximum in 
the wave functions for the bound a-particle. It can be seen that the Rost distributions 
lead to lower barriers and larger barrier radii.
Fig. 2 shows the neutron states in the residual nucleus 290108 calculated using 
the various single-particle potentials. The level positions and ordering obtained
+ 25
R (fm)
P o ten tia l A
P o ten tia l R
-100
Fig. 1. The a-nucleus potential t/(R) for the system 298108+a, calculated using the m atter distribution 
given by the single-particle potential A (full-line) and by the single-particle potential R.
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T a ble  7
Barrier radius and height for a-nucleus potentials calculated using m atter distribution generated from 
different single-particle potentials and position R max in the bound state function
Single-particle
potential
294110 -> 29O108 
Ta = 5.4 MeV <
298114 ^  294U2
Ta = 7.0 MeV
rb (fm) U(rb) (MeV) ^max (fm) rb (fm) U(rb) (MeV) *max (fm)
A 11.3 26.0 8.3 11.3 27.0 8.4
B 11.3 26.2 8.3 11.3 27.1 8.3
C 11.2 26.3 8.3 11.2 27.3 8.4
R 11.9 24.8 8.8 11.9 25.8 8.9
from potential C are not very different from those obtained from the Rost potential 
except that the lower states are depressed in energy; they are in quite good agreement 
with the Hartree-Fock calculations of Vautherin et al. 18) and the calculations by 
Chasman 24) using a momentum-dependent potential. Our results from potentials 
A and B are not markedly different except that the l j 15/2 and l i „  states in states 
in potential A are very high. O ur results are very different from the non-local 
calculation by Lohdi and Waak 19). The calculated proton levels are quite similar 
for all our single-particle potentials; they are in good agreement with the momentum 
dependent calculations by Chasman 24), and in agreement with Hartree-Fock calcu­
lations 18) except that in our case the li u state is more tightly bound. Again we find 
marked disagreement with the non-local calculations of Lohdi and W aak 19).
Our calculation of the single-particle states is imply a device for constructing a 
matter distribution o f the residual nucleus. For this reason we have not recalculated
o
- 5
E
(MeV)
- 10
-1 5
P o ten tia l P o ten tia l P o te n t ia l P o ten tia l
R A B C
"3d*, ...   _ _ _ _   3d3/2
3d5/> _V------ -::v “ ■ £s,/22g«  2%
1jlV2 ------------------------------------------
3d5/2
1h%
3P* ®
?    3pv2
3pV2
 ^  ' **ft ''c----_ -------- 1li^
 ©  '
Fig. 2. Neutron energy levels in the residual nucleus 290108 calculated using various single-particle
potentials.
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the shell correction for each of the single-particle level schemes but have continued 
to use the (2-values given in table 2 as “experimental” values. We have, however, 
investigated the sensitivity of the lifetimes to such uncertainties in the (2-value.
In all cases the one-body widths Tob have been calculated using eq. (14) and 
assuming L =  0. In order to calculate the lifetimes we have assumed that the in­
crease in the one-body width which would arise from full antisymmetrization is 
roughly cancelled out by the reduction due to the spectroscopic factor. For the 
polonium isotopes we found 5) spectroscopic factors in the range 0.03 for 210Po 
to 0.15 for 212Po while antisymmetrization 7) gave a factor of 7. Thus at worst we 
may be. overestimating the width T by a factor of 5 and underestimating the lifetime 
by the same factor if the decay involves breaking of a closed shell. In other cases the 
error should be smaller.
Values of the lifetimes given by different potentials are given in table 8, which 
shows that use of Rost’s potential changes the lifetime by an order of magnitude. 
This can be understood from the information on the potentials given in fig. 1 and 
table 7, which shows that the a-nucleus potential derived from Rost distribution 
allows the bound state wave function to spread out further and hence we obtain a 
larger width and a shorter half-life.
The results obtained by our method of calculation are compared in table 9 to those 
obtained from the Gamow formula and from the semi-empirical formulae given in
T able  8
Calculated lifetimes for 298114 and 294110 using different single-particle potentials
Decay
Potential
A B c R
” 811 4 _> 294112 
294110 -* 29O108
1 .3 2 x 1 0 "  1 .5 0 x 1 0 "  1 .5 9 x 1 0 "  
5.48 x lO 18 6.07 x lO 18 6.48 x lO 18
1.34 x 1010 
5 .3 0 x 1 0 "
All lifetimes are given in sec.
T able  9
Comparison of lifetimes calculated by various methods
294U 0  _  290jq8
r , /2 (y)
298114 —► 294112 
t1!2 (y)
302U 8  298 j j 6
r i/2 (sec)
this work -  potential A 
this work -  potential R 
Gamow formula b) 
semi-empirical formula (2) 
semi-empirical formula (1)
1 .7 x 1 0 "  
1.7 x 1010 
2.5 x lO 9 
7.7x 1010 
5.0 x 108
4.2 x 103 a)
4.3 x lO 2 
7.9 x lO 2
4.3 x lO 3 
7.0 x 101
3.3 x 10“ 1
6.0 x 10“ 2 
5 .3 x 1 0 “ '
4.0 x 10“ 3
a) This result was incorrectly given in an earlier re p o rt8).
b) Ref. 3).
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eqs. (1) and (2). It can be seen that the semi-empirical formula of Viola and Seaborg 
gives rather good agreement with our calculated values but the Gamow theory gives 
poor results particularly for the longer half-lives.
3.4. SENSITIVITY TO UNCERTAINTIES IN TH E 0-VA LU E
The 0-values for a-decay of superheavy nuclei must be calculated 3>4>2°) and 
hence have an associated theoretical uncertainty . It is therefore important to be able 
to estimate the uncertainty in the half-life associated with uncertainties in the Qa 
and hence in the a-particle kinetic energy Ta.
We have already shown in subsect. 2.4 that it is possible to avoid repeated calcu­
lations by utilizing our approximate formula for the energy-lifetime relationship. 
In order to obtain the constant a in eq. (23) we have plotted the values of all the half- 
lives calculated with the exact formula (14) against F(ZR, Ta). The best fitted straight 
line through these points, shown in fig. 3, yields a =  0.153 ±0.004. In order to check 
that this constant does not depend significantly on Z R the half-lives for the 
decay 294110 -> 29O108+a and for 342114 -> 338112 +  a have been calculated exactly
log T
10 h
100/+ 300200
-10
Fig. 3. Plot o f all calculated values of log10T1/2 against F (Z R, TJ.
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for various values of Ta and plotted separately. Both graphs (not shown) yield
a = 0.15 ±0.006. (26)
Using this value of a we can now predict the change in log10 Tx for a given change 
in Ta. We consider the decay 294110 -> 29O108 +  a for which Ta =  5.4 MeV (see 
table 2), and take ATa =  0.5 MeV. Use of eqs. (23)-(26) gives a change in log1071 
of 3.68 while exact numerical calculation gives 3.37. Thus a change in Ta of «  10 % 
changes T± by three orders of magnitude.
If the error in the predicted change in 7\ given by the approximate formulae is 
to be less than one order of magnitude we require that A Ta < Ta(aF(ZR, r a))_ i . This 
restricts ATJTa to «  10-25 %.
4. Conclusions
It is evident that our approach to a-decay can be successfully extended into the 
superheavy region. Our calculations show that the semi-empirical formula of Viola 
and Seaborg and our own energy-lifetime relation give reliable predictions of half- 
lives and the errors in the half-lives due to uncertainties in the (7-values.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN THE THEORY OF a-DECAY
Daphne F. Jackson and E.J. Wolstenholme
Department of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
ABSTRACT
It is argued that use of the oscillator rule gives an inadequate 
representation of the effect of the exclusion principle in a-decay 
and in similar reactions. The significant separation distance in 
a-decay is identified.
A new approach to a-decay has recently been developed1 which 
eliminates uncertainties connected with the channel radius in R-matrix 
theory and the ambiguities in a-nucleus potentials. The a-nucleus 
potential U^ is instead constructed from a folding model using a 
nuclear matter distribution in agreement with other experimental 
information, as available. With a suitable choice for the a-nucleon 
interaction, the folded a-nucleus potential plus the Coulomb potential 
Vc has a barrier radius r^ and a barrier height U(r^) in agreement 
with the values required to fit low energy a-particle scattering.
For the particularly simple case of a 0 -K) a-decay transition 
the one-body width is given by1
T =  2 t t  
ob u+[ W u(rb)]u dR
rb
a)
where u+ is a scattering wavefunction for the free a-particle and u 
is a bound state wavefunction generated in a potential which has the 
constant value of U(r^) for R^r^. The effect of the exclusion 
principle was first1 taken crudely into account by choosing the 
quantum numbers NL of the bound state wavefunction according to the 
oscillator rule.
k
2(N-1)+L = I [2(n.-l)+*.] ' (2)
i=l
and later2 by full antisymmetrization within the framework of the OCM.
Results were obtained using the folding model for the transition 
212Po(gs)-*208Pb(gs) for which the oscillator rule yields a 12s bound 
state. The spectroscopic factor Sa=reXp/ro^, the rms radius of the 
bound state function u, the position R^ax of the maximum value of 
|u|2, and the barrier radius are given in Table 1. The effect of 
full antisymmetrization is to include many semi-redundant states2 
which combine to suppress the interior region and shift Rmax out by
0.5 fm. A similar result has been observed for the 180 + 180
system3.
We have recently been studying the effect of replacing the 
folded potential by a phenomenological Saxon-Woods potential in order 
to make a comparison with work4 on reactions in which an a-particle 
is knocked-out of the nucleus, and have suggested5 that the large rms 
radii needed to reproduce the data on knock-out reactions can be
understood as an indication of the inadequacy of the oscillator rule 
and as compensation for neglect of a more complete treatment of anti- 
symmetrization.
Some results obtained with phenomenological Saxon-Woods 
potentials are given in Table 2. This method is unsatisfactory in 
the sense that changing the radius parameter of the potential is 
equivalent to-increasing the size of the residual nucleus, and the 
changes in r^ would lead to disagreement with the a-particle 
scattering. Also, for the same value of Sa the models yield quite 
different rms radii. This result provokes the question - what is 
the significant separation distance or length parameter in our theory 
of a-decay? - It is clearly not <r2 > 2 or R ^ x *  The barrier radius 
plays an important role in our theory and for the Saxon-Woods 
potentials a plot of log S a against rb gives a straight line. By 
studying the behaviour of the integrand in equation (1) which defines 
ro b , we find that for all cases listed in the two tables the inte­
grand has a broad peak about the separation distance rb+3.7 fm. For 
the superheavy nuclei we have studied6 the integrand always peaks at a 
distance of 3.65-3.95 fm beyond rb .
Table 1. Results from the folding model
S
o  I
<rz> 2 R r.
a a max b
(fm) (fm) (fm)
No exchange 0.149 6.99 8.0 10.8
With exchange 0.021 7.80 8.5 10.8
Table 2. Results from Saxon-Woods potentials with a = 0.65 fm.
r S <r2>5 R ro a a max ^b
(fm) (fm) (fm) (fm)
1.215 0.225 6.10 8.0 10.2
1.265 ' 0.080 6.29 8.3 10.6
1.315 0.041 6.49 8.6 10.9
1.365 0.015 6.67 8.9 11.3
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